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Defender
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE - SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1969

Craft Unions Bias confrontations
Disrupting Numerous U.S. Cities
SIM Lectures AFL-CIO Am
Cops, Protestors War In Pgh.
U.S.'s Fletcher Seeks Formula

WASHINGTON — As some A federal court in New OrA "MISS BLACK AMERICA" CHANGES A NORM — Manhattan model Gloria Smith, 24, proudly holds her trophy aft- 58.6 million students returned leans had been warned that
er selection in the Felt Foram of Madison Square Gar- to schools, both public and pri- such violence would occur
vate educational institutions Thomas has long been known
den, New York CI. but the "moral victory" 14 On was even
more, the nation's first Black congresswoman, had served 'from kindergarten to colleges as a stronghold of the Ku Klux
as a judge in the "Miss Black America" contest, televiditle and graduate schools last week Klan. When school opened,
and this, the issue of fully white parents escorted their
rights of which were sponsored by many Gf the nation's
WASHINGTON — The unifiequal, unsegregated education, children to school which was
leading corporations. Next day, promoters of the "Miss
ed solidarity of American Nepoor
black,
to
with
relevancy
so-called
a
opened
being
under
finwbite
all
had
traditionally
has
which
America Coated,"
groes against discrimination
and other minorities improving "freedom of choice" plan.
alists and judges announced that a black woman, Mrs 'Lelby unions, particularly in the
the conditions of their fellows, Under that plan, some 25 Nema George of Cleveland, had been chosen as a -Miss
heavy and light construction
!became the most paramount gro students were to have inAmerica Contest" judge
fields and against *lb biall
issue in the nation and predic- tegrated the school, but they
was making headlines in at
!bons of the U. S. Dept. of had been so badly intimidated,
least a half - a dozen cities
Health Education that integra- with beatings and having been
here this week as the Labor
tion will double this year were rumored in some cases, that
.Day weekend passed with its
'being amidst increasing reports not one of the Negro students
rhetoric and traditional oratory
.of sporadic confrontation.
showed up at the school.
about what a boon organized
teachers
Eight
had
Negro
As of last weekend, though,
labor has been to the commas
there had been little evidence also been assigned to integrate SERIOUSLY ILL — Queen
man in America and the
, of actual violence largely be- the faculty of the school. Booking Corp., agents for popworld.
two
the
Amidst
intimidations,
;cause of the Nixon adminisafar singing star Aretha Frank- WASHINGTON — The Im- he hurried through the throngs'
tiring uie previous w e ,
tration's policy of pulling out of the transferred black teach- lin, have announced cancella- proved Benevolent Protective of delegates on his way to put
violence was flaring bewhile
reported
ers
ill,
off
suddenly
every
in
element,
caustic
the
apOrder of Elks of the World down a faint bid to challengel
tions for all her personal
WASHINGTON — Attorneys actions when they were based;
tween police, black demonstraboth in and out of government, on the premise of civil rights case Negroes who were to but six others were determined pearances and concerts, togeth- wound up its week-long con- the reign of the Grand Daugh- tors and white unionists idled
television , vention here with the old order- ter Ruler, Mrs. Nettie B.
various
with
who have for many years, even for all, was the decision two have been integrated in Louisi- to begin teaching on opening er
who then
rhows, for the remainder of firmly in charge and not so Smith. of Staten Island. N. Y., by the demonstrations
as far back as the administra- months ago by the Nixon ad- ana, Mississippi and South day.
counter-picketed building sites
tion of Franklin D. Roosevelt, ministration to void the Sep- Carolina where schools opened Asst. Attorney General Jer- the year. The decision, they much as the tip of an antler brough the response that the lbecause city officials would not
ris Leonard, head of the Jus- said, was based on doctor's , disturbed by the winds of 450,000 member lodge would .permit them to work, the
been partisans for civil rights tember, 1969 deadlines for e0m- first in the nation last week
change.
not have any new programs to
are rapidly and increasingly plete desegregation throughout While HEW issued results of tice Dept.'s Civil Rights Divi-'orders.
David Abernathy, presioffer on the current concerns Rev.
voicing their disapproval of the the south.
a survey showing that whites sion. was personally sent to
dent of the Southern Christian
A walking interview with the ' and issues of the day,
someWashington
Parish
in
new
Thomas
Nixon
administration's
At that time, the Nixon ad- who had experienced
Leadership Conference, took
,Grand Exalted Ruler. Hobson
policies toward civil rights and ministration in a joint state- what desegregated schools for (county) La., to oversee the intime out from the SCLC naPage
as
(See
of
Philadelphia,
'Reynolds
4)
about the President's two re- ment by U. S. Attorney Gener- the first time were mostly of tegration of the school.
‘')/‘"/
tional convention holding Its
cent appointees to the United,al John Mitchell, U. S. Assis- the opinion that "It hadn't After one hour of classes at
second half sessions in that
States Supreme Court, Justice I tant Attorney-General for Civil turned out as horribly as we the school, the southern white
city, to address a convention
Warren Burger and South Caro- Rights Jerris Leonard and feared," defiance flared in at school superintendent ordered
of the Illinois State Federation
disS
U.
and
school
closed
school
Haynsthe
lina's Judge Clement F.
Robert H. Finch, Secretary of least two Louisiana
of Labor.
worth.
the Dept. of Health, Education tricts, one in Thomas, La., not marshals arrived to escort the
Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy,
There are many reasons why and Welfare, had alibied that,far from Bogalusa, and the
for the support of orcalled
(See Page 4)
attorneys with high ideals and "chaos and confusion" would'other at New Iberia.
ganized labor to open up the
dedication are now severing result if absolute deadlines and
building trades to blacks and
their support for the national- guidelines for the ending of
challenged the Illinois State
—The CenWASHINGTON
ly-formulated stand of the na- desegregation were rigidly enFederation of Labor to begin
sus Bureau has estimated that
tion's executive branch on civil forced in the south.
now to forge the way for more
25.4 million people were living
rights matters and on appoint- Through institution of federal
for minorities.
jobs
decline
a
—
1968
in
poverty
in
ments to the high court.
Abernathy delivered an imcourt actions, which have been
of 2.3 million from the year
passioned speech before some
The Appeals Court decisions!notoriously lethargic in bringbefore.
2,400 delegates attending the
of both Justice Burger and;ing about desegregation in the
The total represented 13 per12th annual convention of the
Judge Haynesworth are re-I nation, due to local community
cent of the nation with incomes
AFL-CIO at the Conrad Hilton
plete with many instances of pressures on federal district
below the government-defined
Hotel.
adverse rulings for the rights courts, and through the gimpoverty level at the end of the
As Rev. Abernathy spoke
of Negroes and other minori- mick of allocating federal funds
year. But among Negroes, 33
about 15 members of the Coalties. Even the AFL-CIO and directly to the states without
percent were in the ranks of
ition for United Community
American labor, in general, has categorizing exactly what they
the poor.
Action interjected words of endissented on the high court ap- are to be spent for every school
The report showed marked
couragement as they sat on
pointments,
district in the nation which had
status
economic
the
in
gains
the platform.
It is openly charged that both been previously cut-off has
past
of poorer families in the
At the Western White House
Justice Burger and Judge been restored to getting federdecade. For the nation as a
in San Francisco during the
Hayssworth bear the sponsor- al financial aid no matter how
whole, 22 percent were classed
same week. President Nixon
ship and approval of such avid racist the school district's poliCOURT AIRS POWELL FINE, PAY — In Washington, . personally attended the swearas poor in 1959. including 56
southern reactionary politicans cies.
percent of the Negro populaD.C.. Prof. Herbert Reid of Howard University, left, and
ing of a Negro John L. Wilks
as Senator Strom Thurmond, Each of the Nixon administion.
Kinoy of Rutgers University, right, attorneys for
Arthur
as Deputy Assistant Secretary
(Rep. - S.C.) and a now 90-year tration
1.6
about
d e p artment heads,
In the past year,
New York's Harlem Congressman Adam Clayton Powell,
of Labor for Compliance.
old ex-Supreme Court justice,HEW's Robert H. Finch, U. S.
million white persons and 800,- leave the U.S. District Court after presenting arguments
Long active in the field of
James Byrnes, famous for hisj Attorney General John Mitchell
Negroes and persons of that Powell would be willing to compromise on demanding
000
human rights, Wilks, of San
favor
of and civil rights chief Attorneydissenting rulings in
the
above
other races moved
his $55,000 back pay amassed while he was illegally ousted
Francisco, will
direct the
abnegation of minority rights, General Jerris Leonard have.
child fleeing a
poverty level, the bureau re- if the House would rescind the $25,000 fine. House attorneys
"NOW" - AGE'S NEW LESSON — Like a
both while on the court and however, since made public
this
ills,
his
of
him
cure
and
vaccinate
settlement.
ported.
a
such
argued against
physician who would
when he was a governor of statements that all school disin Memphis, Tenn., and
The report based on a samlittle youth, Lonnie Morgan, age 6.
South Carolina and before that tricts must work toward deCentury
-215t
the pre
ple survey taken in March,
the mother of whom be Clings, learn
a filibustering southern Sena- segregation whether they relearn from people of all races came — by coincidence — on
can
anyone
that
lessons
tor.
the earth together.
ceive federal school aid funds
the fifth anniversary of Presithat all humans must equally inhabit persuasive manner
Even more abrasive to the or not.
best
dent Johnson's signing of the
her
used
left,
Walker,
Mrs. Bertha
liberal coterie of outstanding In early August, HEW's Rob},conomic Opportunity Act that
help before Lonnie settled
teachers
other
two
took
it
but
of
out
and
governin
lawyers,
ert Finch personally asked the
the other mysteries of
down in class to begin learning
ment, who have up to this time,
(See Page 4)
this universe.
actively backed national court
(See Page 4)

Lawyers In and Out
Of Gov't Disapprove
Nixon's New Policies

OK At Elk Meet
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BI
acks Fled
'67 Poverty

500 Expected At Black
Elected Officials Meet

—Willis
wn,ur MAYS' NEW RO
Mays, the superstar of the San Francisco
Giants, is buying this $157.000 home of fs.
rooms, a swimming pool and a cabana in

Calif..
the peninsula community et
down on the propert‘ whiek *erupts a 11
acre col de sac site with strati:mu lawns
and big trees.

complex and diverse problems
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
facing him on his job." Atty.
WASHINGTON — More than !Frank D. Reeves of Washing500 persons are expected to ton who is coordinating the
attend the conference of black conference said the meeting
elected officials to be held at would be purely a "technical
the Washington Hilton Hotel, assistance" one to show the
Sept. 11-14. The first such delegates the "how to" of getmeeting ever held, the Insti- ting through red tape in fedtue is hi-partisan sponsored eral programs: hence, there
by the Metropolitan Applied will be no resolutions or proResearch Center, with the co- nouncements as such of a polioperation of the National Ur- tical nature.
ban League, the Voter Educa- Concurrent workshops will
tion Project in Atlanta and the take place in the broad cateand Democratic gories of housing, employment,
Republican
National Committees.
education and economic develDr. Kenneth Clark, New opment. High-ranking officials
York City psychologist and of the Nixon administration
president of the Center, empha- have been invited to particisized that the chief goal of the pate in the general sessions
meeting would be "to make and workshopt at the four day
the black officeholder more ef
fective in dealing with the

ESCORT LA. BLACK TEACHERS OUT —
After just one hour of deeegrated classes
taught by a racially-mixed faille), in Thomas La. last week this grade school was closed and U.S. Federal marshals arrived to
protect the six Negro teachers assigned
. .re
there. Sere three of the black teach,
shows leaving. In another part of Louisiana,

at New Iberia, black fitedents rebelled and
demonstrated against haying to go long di%
taaces to other desegregated formerly allwhite schools when a newly-built high
school originally inteaded te be all-black
in their own hiat k neighborhood, was turned over to mnstly-white ninth-graders from
all Over the community.
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Mrs.

At TSU On Sept. 19

Funeral services for a former grandchildren, a brother, Oscar
NASHVILLE — The evening jor departments for advisement
Memphian, Mrs. Mable P. Parrish. Chicago; three sisters,
school at Tennessee State Uni- prior to registration.
iersity begins its 1969-70 fall According to Dr. William N. Harris. ,.vere held last Mors- Mrs. Mildred White, Chicago;'
quarter Friday. September 19, Jackson, Dean of Faculty,'day in Sacramento, Calif. 8be and Mrs. Leona Senter and
with 'registration from 4:30 undergraduate part-time stu- died there on Aug. 22.
Mrs. Josephine H13, Crawuntil 6:00 p.m. in the Admin- dent courses will be offered
Mrs. Harris was the wife of fordsville Ark.
istration Building on Centennial at $7.00 per credit hour in Louis V. Harris, and they lived
; Funeral services were held
Boulevard.
chemistry, geography, science,, at 550 Annie St. before moving at the Morgan-Jones Chapel of,
Inservice teachers, whJ have history, political science, socio-,to Sacramento eight years ago.iChimes with the Rev. Johnnie,
not previously applied for ad- logy, speech, accounting, busi- A native of Frayser, Tenn., B. Morris giving the eulogy.
mission for the fall quarter. ness administration, typewrit- Mrs. Hams was the mother of
but who desire courses for pro- ing, impliedl education, and five daughters, Mrs. Joyce La- Active pallbearers were Lactham of Detroit; Mrs. Delois leatus Barnes, Jr., David, La.'
fessional growth, should con- mechanical engineering.
tact immediately Dean Carl Graduate part-time student,Rhodes of Omaha, Neb.; and tham, William Latham ,
Crutchfield, Office of Admis- courses will be offered at $9.00, Misses Alma Faye Harris, Eddie Mull. Donald Rhodes and
Harris, and Linda Har- William Ross.
sions sad Records, first floor per credit hour in chemis-'Carolyn
,
Interment was in the Sunset
Administration Building, Office try, English, history, education, ris of Sacramento
of Admissions and Records, firs home economics, business edu- Other survivors :ire nine, Lawn Cemetery.
floor Administration Building. cation, psychology, health, phyOther prospective students are sical education, and industrial
requested to contact their ma- education.
en)Pil

By Diggs Datrooth
(Distributed By Sengstacke Newspapers)
WASHINGTON — The push.pull policy of the
Isiixon administration serves to keep everyone punched off balance. When all the poor people thought the
'% hit. House

Mabel P. Harris
Buried In California

Evening School Begins

position was to cut back on aid, the

President went on national radio and teevee and expanded it. At the same time he urged the concept of
every man working, but support for a cease and desist order for the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission was pulled in favor of the Agency going
to court for its powers. And while social scientists
were bemoaning that the President issued one of the

Mrs. Hooks Will Lead
AME Missionary Women

most sweeping declarations on ending job discrimination in the federal establishment every given. The
order directs the Civil Service Commission to take the

e11enics Hold
Fellowship Dinner

"AUTO
SALESMEN"

l
a

We ore looking for on ogressive gentleinterested in making a career in
outo soles, and who believes that suc-

man

the product of hard work. We
offer guaranteed income while training,
interviews, September 11th, at

cess is

General Motors Training Center
2-4 P.M.
4771 Summer Avenue

gra
cei

Graduate-undergraduate
re- and generally more success toMrs. Thelma G. Hooks. a year terms were Mrs L. Jami- lationships have hit a new peak ward bridging the generation
rective, each agency of government must search out member of Payne Chapel AMB son, St. Andrew AME Church, as revealed at Memphis Pan- gap.
Hellenic Council's Fellowship
and upgrade skilled minorities already working. Com- Church and wife of its minis- first vice president; Mrs. I.
ter, the Rev. 0. T. Hooks, has
Dinner, Fr;day Bight at the Livputers will be used to catalogue latent competence.
been re-elected president of the Poindexter, Mt. Olive AME, ing Room •
Conference Millington, second vice presi- Representatives of the
Tennessee
West
THE LINE IS OPEN: The swimming pool incieight
Branch Missionary Society of dent; Mrs. J. E. James, Greer academic sororities and fraterdent in Eutaw, Alabama involving the Rev. Ralph the West Tennessee Annual Chapel, secretary; Mrs. Edna, nities gathered to further imFortsen, Providence, assistantl plement the objectives of the
Abernathy was completely distorted as it moved over Conference.
Mrs. Hooks was re-elected secretary.
Council and especially coordithe wire services. Abernathy did not take the leader- during the annual meeting held
nate the activities of the memDyersburg on August 13, 14,' And Mrs. M. Cox, Ward Chapship as it was reported, but was simply nearby and in
TIPMESSIf FIT SAR.11-0
ber organizations.
at the Saulters Chapel AME el, corresponding secretary;
Jordan
served
Joseph
as
went over to talk to the youths who invaded the pool Church.
Mrs. P. Alexander. St. James
Reports from the standing AME, director of worship; Mrs. toastmaster, moving the pro... Mrs. Frankie Freeman, the feminine member of committees, area and society J. C. Miller, New Tyler, and gram along in appropriate
the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, was down presidents, officers and mem- , Mrs. Rutha Pegues, YPD di- fashion. Table spokesmen dehers revealed that the confer- rectors; Mrs C. V. F. Bearden, signed unique introductions of
front in Washington last week when she introduced ence branch had made tremen- St. James, treasurer; Mrs. I. groups during "Who's Who In
the Commission's report charging that eight million dous progress in every phase of Beardon, St. Andrew, histo- Greekdom," including college
endeavor.
grapher; and Mrs. Eula Fisher, attendance, employment and
Americans are victims of job discrimination by state Other officers elected for two- Mt. Zion, paliamentarian.
positions.
and local governments. The report also urged that
Contributions to the "CalenTOEBS LAUNDRY
dar of Events" indicate a varI94_13'S CLEANING
such governments should be brought under the con1 01111 1. •••••
COUPON.
COUPON ••11;
iety of activities planned for
•
trol of federal anti-discrimination laws. Significantly,
1909-70. Among them were:
▪
111
z
SHIRTS
- ••
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
Se/EATERS,
the study found that the two agencies of government
SAIRTS, PARTS
g ••
LOEB-LAUNDERED
"Showcase"
September
26;,
10E8 CLEANUI
;
▪ ••
where black people find it most difficult to receive
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
TE •Is DRESSES. SUITS,
4 SHIRTS
Mrs. Walter Potts. the former Ruth and CorrIne Waller and "Magic World of Fashions"
20
COATS
0
employment were the fire and police departments.
2 ••.
I0E8-LAUNDERED
10E8 CLEANED
Miss Dorothy Waller. was in many of her school mates and October 24; Delta Sigma Theta •r
"
WITH THIS COUPON
These have been the targets of hostile residents in Memphis for the weekend and friends.
WITH THIS COUPON
Sorority "Ebony Fashion Fair" •
•
11,111111‘111••••111111111111•1111111••••41M11 •••111111•••••1111111••111••11111•••111111
the inner city .. . Who said there was a generation to visit her two sisters, Misses Mrs. Potts is a graduate of November 4; Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority "Founders Day
Manassas High School and Le
gap? Ella Fitzgerald came to Carter Barron last week
Moyne College, She received November 9 and "Rhomania"
ffOlk --in December; Phi Beta Sigma
n c''' BAR-B-Q
''SZTEBS CLEANING
and thrilled old and young alike.
her master of arts degree from
Fraternity
"
U
n
dergraduate
•
COUPONNI•ol: nill•• 1,113
11111
—
sErriAr4
.
i
COUPONEERr
Howard
University
in
Washingn
TID
mi a
BITS: Just as Hotline predicted,
II
i1..
•
ton. D. C. During World War Workshop" October 31, "Foun- •i',.,
•
.
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2 SKIRTS, PANTS OR
Ruth Harris. executive director of the District's Huders Day in January and Rei
t
i
••
she went to Japan with the
SWEATERS
II
Buy one $1.85 Loeb &pack—
man Relations Commission, became the director of
2
:
!.
1
4
Nurses' Corps and on return- gional Conference in April;
LOEB-CLEANED
11
•
Get one 50e pt Loeb BBQ Beans =.4 II
ing to the United States she Zeta Phi Beta Sorority "Best
the Montgomery County (Md) school system's new
2 DRESSES, SUITS OR
111 a 1,0
of
Broadway"
7
,i
March
20.
;went
to
the
West
Coast
where
COATS
•
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°
II
human relations department at a salary of $23.920.
0 •
Ishe matriculated at Stanford Though Alpha Phi Alpha and II
LOEB-CLEArD
•
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Ruth Harris was one of the few establishment people
,
Omega
<
Psi
Phi
Fraternity
repWI
7'5
THIS
COUPON
U •a
111
W'TM THIS COUPON
Universityfor her doctorate.
-resentatives
did
not
defreport
11ceimenumememilimmem SIBMSMENN•INIMMUMME•an••i:
who was able to reach the cat,on the street. She left
Since marrying, she ha4 held inite dates for activities, severin disgust bemuse of the failure of Congress to co! several important positions in al are being planned.
operate. Her primary duties will he to administer
social work, recreational super- The highlight of the evening
vision and a position with the was discussion on the theme
sensitivity training to white teacher:, mediate racial
"Progress In Graduate - UnderFord Foundation.
disputes between the 5.500 black students of the total
graduate Relations". Leader*
Both
Mr. and Mrs. Potts are
enrollment of 127,000 . . . EEOC ('hairman William
were Miss Velma Lois Jones
interested in young people and
Brown had his blood bath before the Senate Labor
and Miss Ernestine Townsel,
have adopted two daughters.
. graduate and undergraduate,
Committee the other day. While Brown was out in
KEESLER AFB, Miss_ for She has been named "Woman respectively. Points made by
'AT
t
Houston urging a stronger stance for his agency, graining in the air traffic con- of the Year" in her community.
both groups cited postitive
something less was going on hack here. The result, grol field is Airman Charles A. The Potts made a tour of changes in relationships on naAfrica this summer.
tional,
regional
Brown was forced to face the wrath of a pro-labor, Lee, nog of Mrs. Lillie M. Lee,
and
local
nalln. -Mae nail%
1818 Willis. A graduate of Doug- Open House was held by her levels
vigorous hearing. It also pointed up the chink in the lass High School, he attended two sisters on Sunday afterThere have been over-all
armor of this and other administrations who struc- Rust College in Holly Springs, noon and friends came by to changes in undergraduate
statture programs and policies without taking the key Miss., before entering service. call.
us, more responsibility given,
better communication establishBrother along all of the way. The result: Official
'
ed, more flexibility in programs
embarrassment for the Brother through no fault of Union staffer who just returned to St. Louis from
Pittsburgh.
his own.
lead in implementing such
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a
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SOUP AND SANDWICH TAWK: The Pentagon
brass did their best to keep the lid on, but the clashes
at Fort Bragg, N. C., and at Honolulu were racial in
nature. There have been more and more of these
isolated incidents among the military as the conservative reactionary mood sweeping the country is filtering into the armed services . . . How did Arthur
Ashe, the clean and untarnished tennis ace, end up in
the political picture out of Richmond, 'Va. last week?
. While Frankie Freeman was lambasting the Nixon
administration in Baltimore last week where she was
reelected to head the 45,000-member Delta Sigma
Theta sorority, she was named general counsel of the
Housing Authority in St. Louis where she has been
serving as associate counsel. The new position came
out of a shakeup in the Authority which saw the director replaced by a black member of the Board of
Commissions, Boyd Wilson, a retired Steelworkers

INSIDE STUFF: When Senator Dirksen announced openly that he intended to fight the Philadelphia Plan which insures minorities jobs on construction contracts, he was literally throwing down
the gauntlet. The White announced that it was standing by Labor Secretary George Shultz in his intention
to back the plan. The program requires contractors to
hire a certain numtier of minority workers when they
bid on federally sponsored and financed contracts.
What Dirksen will ultimately do is anyone's guess
although he threatened to take the issue to the Senate
(
floor. What is seen here is another bid for power by
the Illinois solon. It was also demonstrated earlier in
the Same week when Dirksen preempted the White'AT LOWRY AFT, COLO., for
House by announcing the name of the new Supreme training In the supply field is
Airman Willie L. Rose, son if
Court Justice and the fact that he would be named Burrell
A. Rose, ME Supreme,
at a certain time. The White House was incensed at who completed basic training at
this one. Just what Dirksen's roll is fully has emerged, Lackland AFB, Tex., recently.
but it is apparent that the wily old senator has his A less graduate of Melrose
High School, he attended Leeye on something definite down the road a piece.
Moyne College.
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State Welfare Checks Are Subject To Review
The 1968 amendments of the six months.
Social Security Act require that Prior to July 1, 1969, maxias of July 1, 1969, standards mum grants for the OAA, AB
used by states to determine and AD categories were $90.00
need and amount of paynpiat , monthly. Using the revised
in AFDC (Aid to Families standards, recipients in those
with Dependent Children) must categories are entitled to a
be revised to reflect changes new maximum up to $97.00
in the cost of living, and any monthly.
maximum grant must be pro-, In AFDC a caretaker and
portionately adjusted.
one child, using former standIn Tennessee recipients of ards, could receive a maxiOld Age Assistance, Aid tol
BN.nd, and Aid to Disabled asj
well as AFDC will receive similar adjustments. These adjustments will be made at the
time of the recipients' periodic
review or redetermination of
eligibility. OAA. AB, and AD
recipients are reviewed every,
twelve months and AFDC recipients are reviewed each
WEST TENNESSEE graduates in the recent summer
graduating class at Tennessee State University who received master's degrees are, from left, first row, Mrs.
Elisabeth Jones Moore, Brownsville; Mrs. Peggy Barrett
Drayton, Dyersburg; Miss Natricia Damron, Savannah,
and Mrs. Marion Cunningham Logan, Memphis. On back
row, same order, are Charles Curtis Jones, Memphis; Mrs.
Evelyn Crawford Robertson, Jr., WhitesNille, and Fred W.
Ford, Memphis.

380 Graduates Hear Importance
Of Man Compared With Moon Trip
NASHVILLE — Some 380 But what seems of greater
members of Tennessee State.importance is "the white man's
University summer graduatingl rejection of his responsibility ,
class heard Dr. Granville M. for the situation and the black
Sawyer, an alumnus, extol the man's ineptness to help corimportance of man compared , rect the conditions," Sawyer'
to the conquest of the moon. said.
If this generation fails to sal- "On the one hand," he addrage "human beings hopeless- ed, "the American white man,
ly mired in a purposeless exis- apparently rejects the basic'
tence," the conquest of the notion that the social upheaval
moon will be "an empty accom- which marks our existence is
plishment," said Dr. Sawyer, his own creation. And on the
the president of Texas Southern other, the black American appears not to perceive clearly'
University at Houston.
Dr. Sawver, who left the fac- his responsibility for helping
ulty of Tennessee State Univer- to correct the conditions."
sity where he was chairman Dr. Sawyer depicted the black
of the Interim Committee op- man's role in the scheme of
erating the institution to be- racial injustice as "mainly a
come president of Texas South- passive one" and the latest
ern, delivered a searching ad- hundred years as a "century of
dress which brought the grad- racial arrangement between
uating classes to their feet in parties who consented to its
a standing ovation as he finish- prescriptions for various reaed.
sons of practicality."
The exercises were held in He said America is "in the
the W. J. Hale Stadium, where midst of a r evolution," and
President A. P. Torrence, new- added:
ly elected president, awarded "It requires new thinking
degrees from the Graduate about nearly everything meanSchool, and the Schools of Agri- ingful to us. The fundamental
culture and Home Economics,1 test, however, is whether or
Arts and Sciences, Education, not American democracy can,
and Engineering.
assimilate black minority dis"It would be tragic indeed if senting elements and thrive, as
all we can bequeath to our • viable moral force in the
young are footsteps on the world.
moon," Dr. Sawyer Said, "Or, "I believe it can. I think it
in the words of NBC's Frank must."
McGhee, "to put a sensoring He said that black colleges
device on the moon to measure and universities, which were
the exact moment that Chicago "established to make permanblows up 'in fire again.' Saw- ent the separation of races,"
yer was speaking on the theme must assume leadership in proof racial and social unrest us- viding training and social exing the title "Who Gave Birth periences to adapt the black
to the Fire" Or Mrs. O'Leary's man into the "rniinstream of
Cow: Revisited."
our national life."
by
"We are
surrounded
threatening fires of eruptive
fr"
social change. And the forces
which threaten our tranquility
are of our own creation - they
are man made, and, therefore
'
000
subject to correction under thc
address of our collective intelligence."

mum grant of 890.00. The new .ment the above rijustments on
maximum for that number is a review basis. In the AFDC
$97.00 monthly. The former category it may be up to six
grant of months before a recipient has
maximum
AFDC
$150.00 monthly for a caretak- his neext periodic review and
er anf five children ha been receives an adjustment in his
grant or in OAA, AB, and AD
increased to $161.00
it may be up to twelve months
withThe need for operating
before his case is reviewed
in the Department of Public
and the recipient receives
appropriation,'
fiscal
Welfare's
of living adas set by the state ',egislature, benefit of the cost
makes it necessary to imple- justment.

RACE'S
..,
C,
BODY SHOP, IN

'Mackie Moore, Prop

Painting

Fender Body Work
GET A TOP DEAL

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.
RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
PHONE 526 - 7154

FROM THESE TOP

CHIP BARWICK SALESMEN
illOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLSI.,
are your very best buy in Memphis E
Bak•d In Memphls by Mempbtone
rushed Risked Jelly to your big
Hogu• & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

Segue & Eiiott
Hamburger
or Not Dog
ALBERT Mc CULLEY

-BUNS

Re.. Jones and Mr. Mc Culley are prepared
to offer you the lowest prices, - the highest
trades during our official 1969 CLEAN - UP
SALE. See Them Today!

QUALITY CARS FOR QUALITY POPLE — PRICE RIGHT!

0(0

arULL
140 UNION

CHEVROLET

527-2661

:k:

54
2

274
IBREAD
!BROWN N SERVE
jROLLS 17;Z 274
R

R9

I

REEL FOOT

°

SMOKED 49
SAUSAGE"

Luncheon Meat
BOLOGNA
PICKLED PIMENTO SAUCE
Spiced luncheon
60,

MORTON

Cream
Pies i419.
WI MONO! GOVIRNMINT FOOD STAMPS
BusH SHOWBOAT
STILWELL

STRAWBERRIES.
190
19C
DEL MONTE
SWANSDOWN

Ketchup

MSU Will Give
Business Exam
University
Memphis State
will be one of the sites for the
Admission Test for Graduate
Study in Business scheduled for
Nov. 1, 1969. and Feb. 7. April
4, June 27 and Aug. 8, 1970.
The test is an aptitude examination designed to measure
abilities and skills developed
over a long period of time. It is,
not a measure of achievement
or knowledge in specific subject matter and does not presume undergraduate preparation in business subjects.
For further information regarding this exam, contact the
College of Business Administra-,
boa, Memphis State University'
or telephone 321-1432

ALL
F, A DRS

PORK &
BEANS 70
WAFFLE
SYRUP 190,

AT FORT HUACHIJCA, Anzone, for advanced training is
Private Willie Love, Jr., who
recently finished his basic In ala.
lug He was graduated from
Hamilton High School in iliac
18$4 and is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Love, Sr., of 1484:
Oaklawn at.

350 I

or-

ncrre

At R J. Reynolds, the right man gets the promotion, no
matter what his color. It's part of the way we've been
honoring our commitment to equal opportunity. A way
that is new and different. Our people have more than
just a job; they have a career opportunity with a bright
rewarding future. And we back up our offer with the best
training we can provide.
Here is how it is:
RH700summer jobs right now
RisloIrrefy4jctsforBiacks
It is everybody starting even.
Bet starting wen is not enough. We let the
computers identity who is eligible for training
and who gets the promotions. Prejudice just
isn't pad of ow computer programming. Regardless of color, promotion and additional training
for promotion goes to the worker with the most
seniority.

At R. J. Reynolds
things are on the move
And 119191691•8111sees Prod./do
.ssedaseeele•WWII,
mos9919Owe Prodras
• Alerniinlen Plagues
•11•949991"..".1

35*

Cake
Mix

ROBIN HOOD

Flour
490.

Pio, Of

TUNA

WHITE OR DEVIL FOODS :

s•II vivng

27c
REYNOLDS

WRAP
49c,
KLEENEX

TISSUE

5 lb bag

HOGUE & KNOTT
1318 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A M

to 1 P PA
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DEFENDER
Dept. guidelines set which will'
guarantee that proportionate
numbers of Negroes work on
all contracts where federal
moue) is involved and are
taken into union membership
and integrated into union ap
prenticeship programs

1969

ch
Church Women United City Ushers Meet Thursday

president,
The City Ushers Association Charlie Walton, the
will hold its regular meeting is asking all members to be
pl
for the month on Sept. 4, Thurs- present and on time at 8 p in
day night, in Bruce Hall of the
Mrs. Rosie Walton is publiciLeMoyne-Owen College Cam ty chairman
Church Women United in aunounced by Mrs. H.G. Geerd- PUs.
Ac
Ecumenical
of
Memphis and Shelby County es, chairman
will bold a Mission Study In- tion.
stitute at Ben Lear Citadel, The leaders for the Institute
672 Alabama, from 10:00 a.m will be Mrs. Robert Scott, dean
(Continued From 1)
to 2:30 p.m. Friday, September of Lambuth College School of
Missions; and Washington Butrather wanted to see those al- S.
The theme. "Reconciliation ler, executive director ot the
ready designed implemented.
RENTAL ROBIS AVAILABLE
The Grand Lodge is a par- ui a Broken World," has been Office of Economic Opportunity
Place Your Oulu Now
Memphis.
in
Icipating member of the Lead
For Individuals And Groups
ership Coiference on Civil
The Reverend George GibRights.
son, associate pastor of St
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
John's Episcopal Church, asre
the
of
When he was told
TAILORS
CUSTOM
sisted by the Reverend Harold
(Continued From fl
hellion in the Justice Dena..
pastor
assistant
Middlebrook,
ment by 50 lawyers, most of six white tea
-hers "out."
of the Greater Middle Baptist
them white, over the Nixon ad- Absolutely no
has
progress
Church, will be in charge of
INC.
ministration's slow down on
been made by the adminis- the Agape Feast to be served
JA 7-9320
guideAve.
desegregation
school
Vance
2411
tration in mixing whites in for- at noon,
lines. Reynolds comment was merly all-Negra schools in
Ton
•
00000
Memphis,
All teachers and leaders in
From left are Misses Stable Ans Reredos, "If it's ture what they're pro- black districts anywhere in the denominational mission schools
THESE FOUR MEMPIUANS were among
Anj
lot
Ask
'TM Company Makes What Yee
Norman LaJuan Harris, Helen LaVerne testing about, I would agree nation,
the ass to receive degrees lit the Tennessee
Think OP
United
and
Women
all
You
What
Church
Creates
with them 100 percent." Rey- In New Iberia, La., this drew
Meeks and Willie Lee Green.
State University summer commencement.
urged to attend this Insti
nolds, who is Republican, ac- a protest, similar to ones con- are
tute.
Genes-al Mitchell and Civil tively campaigned for Presi- ducted last spring in North
and
Rights Chief Attorney-General dent Nixon.
South Carolina. Black students
Jerris Leonard had concurred One gets the impression that wha had been attending a now
in the request to the federal the internal politics of the ornew, modernl y-remodeled
(Continued From
(Continued From 1)
court in Mississippi to void the gqnization has the number one school building, handy to reach
desegregation plan.
priority. Reynolds, who was on the outskirts of their own
meeting. Serving as co-chair- launched the "war on poverAs a result, the NAACP-Legal elected Grand Exalted Ruler black neighborhood, suddenly
man of the Institute are State ty.'
liberal in 1960, presides in the manner found that they had been transSenator Mervyn Dymally (D.- It showed that nearly 11 Defense Fund and other
dec- of the benevolent despots of ferred to much less equipped
two
for
had
groups,
which
ReyCal.); Alderman Louise
million persons have climbed
schools all over the surroundManhattan above the poverty level since ades acted in partnership with hiatory,
nolds ( R .-Ky.):
ings of New Iberia. A predominBorough President Percy Sut- 1964, including 3 million Ne- the attorney general's office in
joining as — "friends of the He is friendly and fun-loving antly white group of ninth
ton (D.): and Woodrcr.v Wil- groes.
court" in support of the execu- ready to bestow favors on the graders from all schools in the
son, Assemblyman (R.-Nev)
But most experts agree that
tive branch's efforts for civil faithful, but can be brusque New Iberia area had been
Among those expected to par- the reason for the gains is
rights for all, moved to the oth- with outsiders and iron-fisted transferred to the new formerly
ticipate in the sessions are more a result of the boom in
side of the table, complain- with his subordinates when all-black school.
er
Vice President Spiro Agnew the economy, rather than the
that the Nixon administra- the occasion calls for it.
ing
former Vice President Hubert government's anti-poverty prodemonstrations
stand is entirely too le- Repeatedly he told visitors This drew
tion's
H. Humphrey; Senators Ed- gram.
who deyouths
Negro
the
from
cases
many
in
thargic and
and delegates that when Presimund Muskie of Me., and Ed- Coupled with the economic
civil rights dent Nixon asked him what he manded "full equality education'
the
voids
actually
ward Brooke of
ass.;Mthe expansion, said director Nat
in the school in their own neighof minorities.
wanted in the nature of a job, borhood."
chairman of the Republican Goldfinger of the AFL-CIO
his answer was, "Not a damn
National Committee, Rep. Rog- Department of Research, are
Although the U. S. governthing unless you resign and ment usually relies on its lawers Morton; the chairman of the greater number of jobs, re04444 „
let me be President."
arti449,
the Democratic National Com- duction of employment and
yers to deal with the courts,
- — Robert H. Finch, U.S. Secremittee, Sen. Fred Harris; Atty. higher wages. All these factors
Gen. John Mitchell; Secretary in lifting the millions of pertary of HEW personally wrote
(Continued From I
of Health, Education and Wel- sons out of poverty, he emphaIN PERSON
a letter in August to federal
fare, Robert Finch; Secretary sized.
iudges handling a case involvsparsely-staffed and tiny budof Housing and Urban Developing some 122 schools in some
geted office of Federal Contract
ment George Romney: Mayors
33 Mississippi school districts,
Compliance (OFFCC) which
Richard Hatcher, Gary; Carl
asking the court not to use a
has lacked a director since
Stokes, Cleveland and Charles
olan revised by HEW's own
President Nixon took office.
Evers, Fayette, Miss. As of
agents and lawyers for desegWilks will work under direct
(Continued From
regation.
supervision of Authur Fletcher,
June, 1969, the count of black
HEW's Finch said that to use!
elected officials showed repre- federal court in Mississippi not Assistant Secretary of Labor,
the plan would cause "chaos!
sentation in 44) of the 50 states to use the plan which had been a Negro who once starred as a
and confusion."
and the District of Columbia. drawn up by HEW staffers and football player for the Los AnThe federal court last ThursMichigan has the highest num- presented to the federal court geles Rams and the Baltimore
ruled that neither the plan,
day
Colts.
desegregation
accomplish
to
80;
California,
ber with 85-,
nor the school district*
HEW
of
Fletcher
weeks,
of
recent
In
Alabama, 70; Mississippi 67; Most attorneys in the field
officials plan would be used.
Illinois 66 and New Jersey, 50. civil rights felt that Attorney- has been trying to get Labor
The court ordered the school district and HEW to draw up a new.
plan by Dec. 1 under which l
full desegregation can proceed'
before the first of next year and
during the school year 1969-70.1
4.,;
A federal examiner also rul-j
c•riteita,
that some Georgia school
ed
„3!'
Idistrict may have their federJE
al school aid funds cut off
sine—
Nlavia Wntimey
subject to the approval of
big 14 prEce orchestra
HEW's Finch, if they do not
iiirim.
!ian -"ay Tyson'
,
comply with guidelines to desegregate as promised.

an Study Institute

Nixon

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academie Bowls
and Accessories

Desegregation

BHS

500

800,000
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MEMPHIS' SUPER SOUL
371111,N

1340
DAY
WILDCHILD NIGHT and

EVERYDAY

Indoors or
Outdoors
WHIZ
IUD

BOSS "UGLY" BOB
Hear More Super Soul Music
WITH MEMPHIS'

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"
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Made in the
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U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens of

THE NAT BURING PACKING CO.

-u

PRESIRVATION MALL JAZZ BAND
OCTOBER 2
RICHARD DYIR•DENNIT (folk singer)
NOVEMBER 10
1 BACH ARIA GROUP
DECEMBER 3
i 1
TRUMPETS OP THE LORD ,.opiritue.a,
FEBRUARY 23
STOCKHOLM PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA MARCH 5
series price $12.30
I

1111. CIPIDINAVY

Remember..
Nothing like a snack
made with
fresh King Cotton Cold Cuts.
Try Some.

I

•1

WRITE: M.S.U. Convocation Series,
Box 82400, Memphis Stat• University, Memphi s, Tenn. 38111
NM NUM HEN MB MINN MN Inn IMMO NMI

L ....

Limited Quantity
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The Oldest and Most Reliable TV and Stereo Rental

CALL TODAY

• No Deposit
• FREE SERVICE
• No Credit Needed
• Not Obliged To Buy

RENT A TV or STEREO

WHEN YOU

*CLIP BOARD
*TABLET
*PENCILS

BACK-TO-SCHO

FREE

Metenber•

I.eMOYNE-OWEN FRVSHMEN — Appearing on the scene at the right time for the
photographer were these four freshmen
who were among the hundreds registering
last week at LeMoyne-Owen College. Left
le right; Miss Erma Presley of Hamilton

SIX DISTAFF MEMBERS of the cast of
Channel 5's "The New Performers — Chi•
cagoland '69" demonstrate their dancing
technique in a number on the show. Shown
In the number are (t-r): front Fayette
Williams. Providence-St. Mel High School;
Wesley Pfenning, York Community, and

High, Miss Beverly Jeffries of Washington, Miss Opal Willingham of Mitchell Road
and Miss Gaynell Hill of Washington High.
Classes for the first semester at the college were started Tuesday morning of this
week.

(Back) Karen Pettit, New Trier East; DebArlene
bie Duepner, Mortno West, and
Lencioni, Nazareth Academy. The original
musical featuring area high school talent
and hosted by Jerry Van Dyke will be
colorcast on WMAQ-TV Friday Sept 5 from
9 to 10 pm. CDT.

----Nasallib
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"Mod. Mod World lookt, at
the ins and outs of insurance.
Viewers' envelopes are opened
for more_"Letters to Laugh-tn."
The Flying Fickle Finger of
Fate Award" goes to 2, Southern judge.

On the job again as "LaughIn's" 'Man in Washington is
Pam Rodgers.

Alan introduces Uncle Al. a
kiddie show emcee who hates
kids. Gen. "Bull" Right (Pan)
returns with another of his stirring talks.

Jeremy Lloyd's Romeo. As an
angel, she teams with GoIdte.
In other highlights:

their
provincial
The Ravinia Festival • will of leaving
Russian
present the American Conserv- turn-of-the-century
atory Theatre's production of town and beginning a new life
Sis- in Moscow. Their frustrated
Anton Chelcov's "Three
ters" in the Murray Theatre loves and dashed hopes are
from September 3 through 14. completely relevant to life toThere will be a preview on day.
September 2nd.
The same compelling team
ACT's "Three Sisters,- which
of
performers that earned
will close the 1969 Festival
critical praise throughout the
season, was translated for
area will appear at Raproduc- Bay
stage
contemporary
vinia.- Several have appeared
and
Ball
William
by
tion
at the Festival during predirected by Mr. Ball. who is vious engagements.
the founder and general director of the famous repertory
of
The Chicago premiere
company.
Rochelle Owens' "FUTZ" will
This will be ACTs third be presented by the Chicago
Ravinia engagement. The com- Repertory Company on Saturpany made its area debut at day, August 30, at The Play
the Festival in 1966 and re- House, 2515 W. 69th St. Chicaturned the following summer, go, at 8:30 p. m. 'Perforniances
appearing both times in re- thereafter will be held on Fripertory presentations.
days and Saturdays at 8:30
Ball's staging of "Three Sis- p.m
ters" is regarded as one of
"FUTZ" is a modern Moralithe company's major achievements. Last February it joined ty play about a farmer, Cyrus
the ACT repertory in San Fran- Futz, who makes love to pigs.
cisco, where the company is Society, horrified by his failure
in residence at the G e a.r y to behave normally, exterminaTheatre, and will be taken to tes him. The repertory comTheatre pany's production is directed
ANTA
Broadway's
following its presentation at by Arnold Giedraitis.
The Chicago Repertory ComRavinia.
William Ball believes "Three pany was formed recently in
Sisters" is the greatest play an attempt to provide a forum
ever written and has kept for mist:tern American and
notes on all the productions of European drama. Among the
it that he has seen since 1950. plays the company will produce
He selected his well-balanced this year are a rock version
cast for ensemble playin g. of "Three penny opera, Genet's
-Working on a masterpiece is ' the maids" and Tavel's "The
a unifying experience," he Life Of Lady Godiva". "Futz"
opens the company's fall seasaid.
Since ACT was formed, the son.
The Play House is a dinner
three
given
has
company
Chekov works: "Uncle Vanya," theatre, specializing in steaks.
seen at Ravinia in 1966; "The Admission: $3 students. $2.50.
Sea Gull," and "Three Sisters." For information or reservaAngela Paton, Michael Learn- tions call Susannah Wood at
ed and Kitty Winn portray 321-5396, or The Play House at
the three sisters. They dream 77140781.

"Three Sisters" Debut
At Ravinia Festival

THE BLOSSOMS, an exciting new singing trio will be
featured in "& Beautiful" an extravangant musical specal which really swings on WGN.-TV channel 9 Wednesday,
Sept, 3 from 8 to 9 p.m in door, Other cntrtainers Appearing are Jerry Butler, Della Reese, jani singing
star, Wilson Picket, Letta Mbulu, the new African singer.
the Watts 103d Street Rand. Wilt Ch amberlain, Little Dion
The show is sponsored by The Johnson Products Company,
makers of Ultra Sheen and Afro Sheen hair products.

The series stars, Dan Rowan
and Dick Martin, Judy Carne
and Arte Johnson, with 110 t h
Buzzi, Henry Gibson, DoIdle
Hawn, Alan Sues, Jo Anne
Worley and newcomers — Teresa Graves, Pamela Rodgers,
and Jeremy
Byron Gilliam
Lloyd.
Miss Ross plays Juliet to

Diana Ross gives the singing
Supremes a night off to gueststar in a spoof of Romeo and
Juliet and as a hip angel in the
new season's second colorcast
of "Rowan and Martin's Laugh.
In" on the NBC Television
Network Monday. Sept. 22 (8-9
p.m. NYT).

Diana Ross To Be
Laugh-In Guest

!! t 41,
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asnal premiere of "Alla" Tuesday, Sept.
II (in dm,6:11111 pm_ PUT & EDT; 7:30s p
CIPT).

keeme his own special, "The Flip Wits.. Meow," to he esioreast an Dia
PM Television Network MONDAY, SEPT. 22.

OLDE MARE — Ada, Olnehawo
Meets the Ilt-yearoild untie ail Dv. Cheer,
(both roles portrayed by !lord %Man) ia
Tide at Tare Sitters" an NUCTV's sea

Flip Wilson Digs Words And Great Quotations

Alin ,
.r4•

"A grammar school teacher most Important volumes is a
once told me that the ability to book of synonyms and antoexpress yourself properly is an nyms.
art," said the comedian. "I had "I went through a period when
been using big words Set I was I find discovered how valuable
using them incorrectly. S he word shadings were and how
mid to be owe that I knew my effectiveuess could be enThe word I was using and al- hanced by shadings," said Flip.
ways to say things in my own "I could say, 'This is the guy,
way. kier advice stayed with yes, that's the fellow, this is
instead of 'thi! guy ...the
He has been polishing the art gvy•. .the
"
Flip appreciates great quotaof humor and storytelling to
the point where he now will tions.
"I study them all the thee,"
headline his own special, "The
Flip Wilson Show," to be color- he said. "I get a lot from them.
cast on the NBC Television Net- You Mlles get 90-110 years of experiemee crammed into one
work Monday, Sept. U.
Flip made his national TV ntatement. I (me seven of them
debut in 11165 on "The Tonight in one set now. I've even made
Show Starring Johnny Car- up in own first great quotason." He returned frequently tion: 'Don't order a drink
and subsequentty became popu- for the road, because the road
lar with appearances on "Row- is already laid out.'"
Flip uses slang — like h i p
an and Martin's Laugh-In." He
is under contract now to NBC jargon—sparingly, 'because You
to make a pilot for a half-hour can lose 95 percent of your
audience. Everybody doesn't
'Jerks.
"Words are my ib" said speak like that."
But he likes to make up his
Flip. "I have to be as selective
n phrases.
with words as a singer. I have
"I've had auccess with them
to get the same emotional im,,iact as a big band. This can for years," he said. "The first
be done by using the right involved the story I tell about
word. the right facial expres- the preacher and the deacon
sion. the right . Jet me find who are running from a hauntthe right word . . .the right ed house "
As the story progresses, the
gesture. A gesture can be used
many times in place of a preacher -ran by" the deacon,
the deacon
h o t by" the
word."
Flip keg ago stopped using preacher. Flip then heightens
the telegram, and humor, with
twe-hit mode.
. . .they did not
"Big mods leave people a now tiord:
wat," be said. "I want every- run, they did not walk, they
me to understand me. I me DASHED!" iup proceeds to
simple words. I gave myself 15 play with the phrase. It bey comes a retrain.
years to get it together.
"There should be something
Wag was bow le say what I
as few words as audience remembers about
wanted to say
as possible and with as simple a performer." said F. "It
a choice of words as possible." might be a word or a phrase,
Flip is an avid reader. He has or even a 'great' quotation"
Fbp has as idols.
a lard* lalurarY. One et his
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"Pacific G a s and Electric
gets better each time they play.
They were the star group at
the Miami Festival. They have
a magnificent militarist in Glenn
Schwartz and a very talented
Frank
drummer-arranger in
Cook . . .Their lead singer.
Charlie Allen, is a master at
milking a crowd. They fumenon as a collective entity.
Schwartz, a former drag -racer
whose fundamentalist religious
convictions make him the Bobby Richardson of rock, says
that the group's goal is to play
the ultimate session, which
would consist of the world's
population swaying and loving
at the same time. They put out
the kind of vibration that

0 is -74
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Marshal, Brent Block

EXAM-

At the Fillmore East, -Pacific Gas and Electric turned out
to he one of the best sew
American blues groups. In
Charlie Allen, the quintet has
a fine blues singer, while Glenn
Schwartz ranks with the hest
America pop guitarists. But
Frank Cook, formerly of Canned Heat, more than held his

—S A N
INER

"The show-starter (at t Li e
Fillmore West) was a Los Angeles quintet called Pacid:
Gas and Electric, and once
they had thrown the switch it
was obvious that they were of
the highest caliber, ready to
take on all comers. PG&E is
hard and heavy, diversified, entertaining and singularly musical . . .The singer, Charlie Allen, is a tall, powerful vocalist
who blends blues lines with
more varied lyrics, mvoing
around the stage smoothly like
a good boxer, occasionally roaring out a punch line smack into the mike. Guitarist Glenn
Schwartz is a shockingly bright
instrumentalist. Both within the
group's essemble and as a
soloist, Schwartz is outsti.nding."

—ELLEN SANDER IN ROLLING STONE

--CHICAGO SEED
'Particularly fine performances were given by l'azific
Gas and Electric, a los Angeles
blues flash rock band, which
performed four times duping
the three days (of the Miami
Pop Festival), taking entire
grandstand audiences to their
feet after every song."

-

.

E. :f.2f

—SAN FERNANDO %ALLEY
STATE COLLEGE SUNDIAL

"The isms (at Cheetah in
L.A.) are hosted by probably
the most popular blues band to
come ivat of Los Angeles, Pacific Gas and Electric." During
the course of one evening, the
group was joined by guest performers Pee Wee Creighton,
Te-Bone Walker. Lowell Fulsom
and Eric Burdon with some
members of his Ani m al s.
"Judging by audience reaction,
one of the highlights of the
evening was the consistently
great guitar work of PG&E's
Glenn Schwartz, who, after romancing the blues with relative
ease, went into some highly
creative work, the likes of Hendrix and Beck."

'Pacific Gas and Electric is
the best new .group I've seen
in a long time. As I mentioned a few weeks ago, PG&E
were truly impressive at the
Miami Pop Festival . . happily, the group looked just as
good here (at the Fillm o r e
East), with a good, concise
sound. Glenn Schwartz's lead
guitar work is effortlessly solid
and rich. And Charlie Allen provides vocals powerful enough
to match the back ground, notably on 'Wade in the Water.'"
--RAT

- VILLAGE VOICE

Pacific Gas and Electric "is
an electric gas . . .It's blues
and soul all the way, carried
by the dynamic vocals of Charlie Allen and the hard drumming of Frank Cook.-

BILLBOARD

makes you think twice about own with an outstanding drum
solo, and bass guitarist Brent
dismissing the possibility."
Block and rhythm guitarist
Ten Marshall were steady

Pacific Gas And El ectric

People Are Talking About:

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
1.11 Frank Cook, Glenn Sctiwartz, Charlie

Yaphet Kotto Recalls Time He First Learned Of Buffalo Soldiers

Yaphet Kotto has known first organized in July, Thee. It
about the Buffalo Soldiers since patrolled the borders, participated in Indian campaigns, and
he was a youth.
helped tame and maintain the
"I saw an open album in my
Soldfather's bedroom with a clip- West. The term, "Buffalo
ping, yellow from age, like ier," was a nickname bestowsomething out of a Sunday sup- ed by the Apaches. One hunplement," he Laid. "It looked dred years later, in 1966, an
like a picture of a black U.S equestrian organization w as
Cavalry soldier. It struck' me formed, consisting of 35 memas funny. I laughed. I thought, bers, modeled after the original
outfit. They portray the historic
'What is this?'"
unit in this episode.
Now he knows. What's more,
he portrays the leader of the "I was pleased about this
Negro troopers in "The Buffalo role," said Kotto, "because I've
Soldiers" on "The High Chapar- never played a leader before.
ral," to be repeated on the NBC Also, this gave me an opporFriday, tunity to play a historical charNetwork
Television
Sept. 5 (7:30-8:30 p.m. NYT). acter, a hero that was real-"
Of the kids today, Kotto said,
The drama was originally coloreast on NBC-TV Nov. 22, 1968. "They're in a different position that I was. They're willing
Recalling the incident, Kotto to accept any handle on history
said. "My father came in. It that they claim. They want to
was one of the first times that know who they are."
my father talked to me about
He had dramatic evidence of
this. He said it wasn't funny.
I'll never forget his eyes. They this from the kids in Watts that
were like wild. I had never seen he works with: "When they
blacks pictured this way in the heard I was doing `The Buffalo
history books. I didn't believe Soldiers,' I received about 50
him. It created a conflict be- phone \calls from them. When
tween me and him. He kept I started rehearsing with the
telling me those soldiers were equestrian unit, 700 kids came
black. He was trying to educate across town to watch."
me. He was quite a reader -They were among the fans
he read all the time. He was
Kotto gained after he starred in
always turning som e profound
"Losers Weepers," written by
thing over in his mind."
Harry Dolan and produced by
Kotto found out, in time, that Stuart Schulberg for the -NBChis father was right. The loth TV Experiment in Television"
Cavalry, an all-Negro unit, was series.

"Things have been good for
me, and I think they're going
to get better this year." Smith
glanced toward the heavens,
smiled and added: "You hear
that."

thought it would be easier for
others to pronounce) Smith has
been singing since he was old
"Pacific Gas and Ekctirc
enough to talk. His first semi- were playing as we arrived (at
professional experience was ob- the Miami Pop Festival). It
tained during four years in the took about one number for us
Air Force. When he was dis- both to realize something specharged, he headed for N e w cial was happening. They were
York and sang at several small into an old Robert Johnson
clubs.
number, 'getting it ALL DOWN
"It's best to get started in in bright sunlight. Next, they
hit,
New York, because there are went into their West Coast
had
more small clubs to work "Wade in the Water," and
there," he advised. "But the the crowd on its feet, stomping
real action is in Hollywood and out the time and yelling, 'More.
More, More.' Although schedul
environs,"
ed for, only twd performances,
Moving on to resort hotels in
they were rescheduled to give
the Catskills, Smith met Count
two added performances and
Basle and his career began to
became the real popular hit of
dim b.
the Festival. In Glenn Schwartz
•'1 met him in a hotel room the group has one of the niosi
one night. He played piano for lyrical bues guitarists I've ever
truly
my audition. Next day, with - heard. His solos were
moving."
out rehearsal, I was on."
—Fi.ISION
0- C. stayed with the Basic
"The show (at the Atlanta
organization for three years, Pop Festival) was ultimately
touring the nation and making about Pacific Gas Electric and
five trips to Europe Then he Janis Joplin
returned to the United States
to record the first of his hit
records, "Son of Hickory Iloller's Tramp." This was followed by a very successful etching
of "That's Life" and the bestselling "Little Green Apples."
His current hits include "Daddy's Little Man" and "Friends.
Lover, Woman and W if e"
(which he sings on the forthcoming special).

0. C. Smith Is Guest
On Lena Horne Special
"My career seems to be
mushrooming — it just keeps
getting better each year," said
singer O.C. Smith.
Smith, whose "mushrooming'
career was crowned recently
with a best-selling etching of
the Grammy Award-winning
"Little Green Apples," explained his optimism during rehearsals for his guest star appearance on the "Monsanto Night
Presents Lena Horne" special
to be coloreast on the NBC
Television Network Wednesday,
Sept. 10 (10-11 p.m. PDT: 9-10
p.m. CDT; preempting •Th e
Outsider").
"Lena and I have been close
friends for years, but this is
the first time I've had a chance
to work with her," he said
"And I really enjoy doing television. It's like eating something different and special. It
makes the whole meal more
enjoyable."
Smith has made several television appearances in the past.
He sang "Little Green Apples"
on NBC-TV's highly rated
spec i al
Awards
Grammy
earlier this year, and has appeared on the Jonathan Winters
Johnny Carson and Joey Bishop shows, He'll also be seen
soon on the Jimmy DuranteLennon Sisters show and "Hollywood Palace."
"I've been home so seldom
lately, the other night I walked
in the door and my dog bit
me," he quipped, referring to
an ever-increasing schedule of
supper club and concert dates.
Born to a musical family in
Los Angeles, Ocie (he adopted
the initial 0. C. because he
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Since his inauguration, President Richard Nixon
has been spending so much time away from Washington, D.C. and his official residence, some newsmeni
are wondering if the nation's capital gets on his,
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
nerves. It has been noted that the town is crammed
with black citizens who seem to regard him with some"
thing less than affection and a pack of "Eastern.
pots
taking
enjoy
who
correspondents
newspaper
shots at any occupant of the White House.
The point has been made elsewhere
that the President is determined to
The civil rights unit in the Penta- fronts blacks in civilian life.
maintain his cool, tranquil course and he
The heroism and fighting abilities
gon which is headed by a former black
is deliberately avoiding, whenever popjudge from Minneapolis, L. Howard of black men have been well demonBible, any situations that might upset
Bennett, is recommending the establish- strated on many battle fronts and the
equanimity. This follows, we are told,
his
acknowlpublicly
have
ment of race relations councils at mil- Pentagon officials
calculated and studied decision.
very
a
itary bases. The brass has been plagued edge their prowess. Nevertheless, the
predecessors, John F. Kennedy
His
with problems of racial conflict at home promotion system seems unable to funcB. Johnson, were always in
Lyndon
and
and abroad and Mr. Bennett believes tion when blacks reach the point of bethe fray, working away on
of
thick
the
that an open, affirmative approach to ing considered for the position of genand
plans
programs and setting a
new
eral or positions of great responsibility.
this ugly situation may be helpful.
who traditionalpace
bureaucrats
the
for
Indeed, Mr. Bennett must be a
According to Mr. Bennett there
the speed of snails. On
with
move
ly
have been no reports of racial conflicts lonely figure in the Pentagon itself. He
the theory that the people are weary of these "actiamong the combat troops who are under is the only black citizen on the civilian
vist" Presidents, Mr. Nixon is walking softly, lowering
fire in South Vietnam. The trouble there side of the military establishment which
his voice, and, when he finds an excuse, making himhas developed mainly among noncombat includes hundreds of whites with qualiself conspicuous by his absence from the White House.
troops and those in the rear echelon. It fications that can hardly be called imThe boys in his think tank, of course, have a
appears that those flying bullets have pressive.
deeper motivation for the President's meandering.
Perhaps the human relations couna very democratic impact upon the beThey have cooked up a neat political dish known as
havior of the soldiers who a r e being cil approach might prove helpful in easthe "New Federalism" which at its core calls for
ing some tensions in the armed forces
fired upon.
decentralization of the giant federal structure and a
problem may be in the cities, I am deep- greater assumption of power and responsibility by the
We appreciate the difficulty which but we believe that a more fundamental
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
the brass in the Pentagon has on its reform of the military would make a
In my last week's article, I said :y concerned about the rural poor. The state governments.
the
greater
impact
situation.
upon
hand but, in some respect, they are resIn his major domestic speech, President Nixon
in essence that the President's Welfare basic minimum of $1,600 a year going
racagainst
are
white
Blacks
rebelling
family would spelled out his conviction that the state governments
ponsible for dome of the trouble. The
rural
poor
every
to
directly
proposal is a step in the right direction.
upgrading and promotion of black men ism everywhere and the armed forces
go a long way toward the elimination of have been short-changed in tax dollars, that more
I want to comment further on his proin the armed forces of the nation con- do not constitute an exception.
poverty in the rural area. It might help local control of major federal programs is desirable
posal. As pointed out in last week's ar- the overcrowded situation in the ghettos and that there should be less dependence upon Washticle, the proposal will be studied, re- by encouraging the rural people to stay ington in dealing with the myriad problems of the
studied, and critized. When and if it on the land. Rural people flock to the people.
By literally taking the White House out of Washis finally adopted, it will be a new crea- cities in an effort to better their condithe
intention,
the
voyage,
usual
• 'It isn't at all improbable that
tions I warn the President at this ington and carrying it across the continent, the Presition in my respects.
desire and the hope of being of help
There must be point. Southerners in Congress may try dent is said to be underscoring his concept of decenPope Paul's visit to Uganda had for
in some measure in the pacification
safeguards to be to block this phase of the program if it tralization. It is a wonder that some of his press aides
its primary purpose the cessation of
heart
our
in
were
conflict
that
of
sure that no family will benefit blacks. Many rural and small haven't come up with some line about "turning the
hostilities between the federal Nimultiplied
have
We
are.
still
and
will get less under town blacks suffer from the hands of White House over to the people." For a moment during
geria and secessionist Biafra. Knowattempts
and
contacts
efforts,
our
Nixon's plan than whites who oppose the food stamp and the Apollo XI adventure, he seemed to be in a mood
ing the Holy Father's overriding
open
to
try
to
plane
practical
on the
they are now get- food distribution programs. They want to take-the White House to the moon.
devotion to peace among men and
This "new federalism" is old political wine in a
negotiahonorable
any way to an
ting. I have heard to keep the Negro poor and dependent.
the physical and spiritual energy
new
bottle. The old bottle was labeled simply "states
tion."
of a case here in Some of the whites will argue that if
he has consecrated to that cause, it
and it had the virtue of being clear and unrights"
Perhaps it is early to assess
Atlanta where a I Negroes get this kind of money they
would be surprising if the indensihowever undesirable.
derstandable,
fully the psychological impact of the
woman with three will not work. If the black families get
ble internecine bloodletting were
Any
student of government in the United
serious
Holy Father's African peace misdependent children the basic minimum, the white employers
not the motive that prompted the
well that our federal government
full
States
knows
sion. The Vatican hopes, so do we,
is receiving $160 a will seek ways to exploit the Negro
pilgrimage to the black man's land.
and
has
big
grown
powerful for a very basic reason.
that some good may come out of it.
month. This adds worker by paying him an unjust wage.
His holiness's dedication of the
Historically our local and state governments in most
It is unlikely that the first visit
up to $1,920 a year. $320 more than Since the Nixon administration is trend- areas of the nation have been scandalously weak,
shrine to the 22 African saints,
of a Roman Catholic Pontiff on
President Nixon's basio minimum of ing more and more toward local con- corrupt and incompetent. The state governments in
martyred in 1886, canonized by
African soil will go unrewarded.
$1,600. In many states this sum for a trol, he will not be inclined to force local the South have been notoriously racist besides.
'Pope Paul himself in 1964, his
Whatever may be the outcome,
family of four (three dependent chil- communities to implement his proNothing in the President's domestic speech W11%
,.formal closing of the Pan African
the fact will not be unnoticed by
dren and a mother) might well be more gram fairly. Just as some school sys- more alarming than the proposal to give flat grants
,Episcopal Symposium and the consehistory that no other foreign head
than $1,920 a year. In the Nixon's pro- tems have slowed down the implementa- of tax money with no strings attached to the state
cration of 12 new African Bishops,
of state has exercised himself so
posal many families will be more, but tion of the school desegregation guide governments.
were event of conseqence especially
energetically on behalf of peace in
it looks as if there are families that lines, many Southerners will do their
The very thought of handing over tax dollars to
in a sectarian frame of reference.
the African civil war as has Pope
would receive less than they are now best to keep Negroes from getting John Bell Williams of Mississippi and Lester Maddox
But the mediation for peace to
Paul VI.
.getting. The Day Care Center for chil- $1,600. When it comes to the Negro, of Georgia is enough to make the devil wince.
end a senseless slaughtering of the
The big powers have displayed
dren so that the mother can take a many whites play God.
On paper the concept of decentralization might
in
helpless civilian
population
about
the Nigerian
no great concern
The South has always wanted fe- appeal to political scientists who live in ivory towers
job must be matched against sufficient
Biafra was a majestic undertaking
conflict. Indeed, some like France
aid for a mother to stay home with her deral money, but the states want it to but who have no knowledge of the grubby characters
of great concern to Africa in Partiand England are supplying arms to
children. Of course, the argument might snend as they wish. The Nixon proposal who wield power in many of the statehouses across
cular and to the world at large.
one side or the other. The confict
well be advanced that good Day Care to return billions of dollars of tax money the country. Even in the enlightened states of the
the
eroding
is
and
power,
influence
has
Centers might provide better care than to the states without strings will al- industrial north, an honest and enlightened state lawUnfortunately that mission
resources
the
and
natural
draining
most surely mean discrimination against maker is often a lonely warrior. If the big business
some mothers can give.
failed. The belligerent factions
of the most populous and the most
lobbyists don't corrupt him, the political bosses will.
Although the most serious welfare the Negro.
listened courteously to the Pope's
promising nation on the black conpleading, but ignored his prescripPerhaps the least corrupt state lawmakers are
suits
tinent
Nigeria.
the
This
settlement.
negotiated
a
for
tions
the black members who have no vested interests to rea
of
the
and
white
scheme
mood
for
departure
his
of
eve
On the
present other than the will of the people who elected
world that does not want to see a
Uganda, Pope Paul said that "When
them.
they will be received ... by the time ... to "v,elronie" the new"Them Ole Teachers"
strong and challenging black Africa.
we decided to undertake this unThe attempt of the President and his advisors
community in which they will comers. Each school district
The public and private schools be placed ... by the parents could help the teachers by giv- to palm off on the general public the old states rights
of the community got under a of the children they are ing them a sense of belonging
doctrine under the label of the "New Federalism"
full head of steam this week. charged to instruct ... by their and an assurInce of understandis fooling no one. Throwing a bone to the state goverClasses started Tuesday down fellow teachers ... and by the ing and support.
the main line for which they
nors is a move that is calculated to bring political
Perhaps this is a good place
As this is written there are some T. Vivian. He said he could not deter- are maintained . to teach children in their classes.
the
for
churches
in
school
each
support
for the President, but in the long run it
if
"Well,
to
easy
say,
It's
encouraging reports on t h e meetings mine where such a rumor started. Any- children the fundamentals of
district to step in. It seems a
trained
professionally
are
they
guimay
to be poor politics. He will learn sooner
provide
prove
,
and-safe assumption that most
that have been taking place between the way, he made it clear that the Coalition learning ....
faced teachers, they ought to be teachers .... new teachers and
people
young
for
dance
in many states, the federal dollars will
that
later
or
building trade industry officials, union was directing all of its energies toward with today's and tomorrow's ready, willing, and able to
to
teachers
sent
new
schools
corrupt, archaic and racist bureauthe
in
vanish
leaders and representatives of the
to make the Ameri- teach in whatever school or
whether racially determined
goal, more jobs for black challenges
basic
one
assignare
they
all the power.
neighborhood
cracies
exercise
that
can experiment in democratic
or not ....would welcome the
Coalition for United Community Action.
"
imposAmerican
almost
it
All
found
success.
have
who
living a
invitation to attend at least one
Both sides in the dispute over the issue citizens
When we consider the worsening plight of the
B
children should be placed in ;:vharaco
"welcome
service" by a churchi
it
t
esirssi
t
nr
P
thr
u
o
p
n
t
d
o
e
c
s
al
ba
the
intrades
building
the
in
work
to
sible
of black employment in construction
black
and the poor in the big cities, slowing down of
classes with competent teachohfiakanesa or churches in their school disc.edeedtL
geo
eni
training"rr
era.
work are said to be finding larger areas dustry.
tricts.
economy, rising prices, higher interest rates, more
generally
Now, it seems, is a good time., taxes, more unemployment and less housing, the posof agreement.
We believe that a united intelligent And that term. "competent any other worker, the teacher for ministers and church lead-,
sigparticular
has
teachers,"
The coming of Rev. Ralph D. Aber- and non-violent campaign to open up nificance for Memphis and needs a sense of security ... a ers in the city's school districts: ture of President Nixon playing it cool and standing
indeed alarming.
nathy to Chicago to join, along with the jobs for the unemployed will bring re- Shelby County this school year. feeling of happiness and con- to project and promote a sort of tip-toe above the fray is
or
welcome
He
...
special
tentment
on
job
the
newcomers
have
Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, in mobilizing sults. The industry and union leaders Public school faculties legally
Moreover, American boys are still dying in Vietshe needs a feeling of accept- program on Sunday .. in their
desegrtgated A
been
,
been
have
they
coalition
the
know full well that
to
the
needs
the
and
He
churches
for
new
support for the efforts of
....
respect.
ance
and the bright promines of a quick end to this
nam
black
determined per cent of
Initiated. This is another indication of guilty of maintaining an employment teachers have been placed in feel that his presence and ef- ... for the black and white
conflict have turned to ashes.
tragic
forts to serve are appreciated. teachers ..•who are. for the
the new spirit for social justice and policy that effectively denies job op- predominantly white schools
determined per cent These factors, too, help de- first time finding themselves
We think the time has come for President Nixon
pcfrtunities to black workers. Racism'A legally
social change.
have been termine whether or not a teach- in an unaccustomed school sitteachers
white
of
wandering around the country, get off his
stop
to
has been so institutionalized that some placed in predominantly black er ... black or white ... new or uation.
As might be expected in this im"competent
old
a
be
will
a
kick, get back into harness in Washington,
Such
the
move
by
ceremonial
led
..
those who do the hiring feel that they schools.
"
teacher
go
might
long
a
...
churches
portant movement, the rumor mongers of
are
teachers
sleeves and start doing something about
his
up
roll
these
personally not responsible for this Many of neighborhoods and And that brings up the main ways to strengthen the comare anxious to make as much mischief are
going into
the nation's problems. We do not want him to lose
situation. Nevertheless, systems and in- t enviromental situations they point of this ''point of view" petence of professionally-trainas possible. The allegation that the Coalihis cool composure, but we would appreciate a little
training did
can be changed and the Coali- have never found or faced be- The communities into which ed teachers, whose
adjustpersonal
include
not
tion leaders were demanding a $3-mil- stitutions
year. Many , these more or less "displaced
action.
tion is detedmined to see that some fore . this school
patlion dollar "deal" to settle the dispute
such teachers are understand- teachers" are being sent should ments to cracking social
think?
ably concerned about how take special steps ... at this terns. Now, what do you
was emphatically denied by the Rev. C. changes are made.

Military Racism

My View

More On Nixon Proposal

Pope Paul Failed

A Point Of View
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ck Studies
Cvnfused-Hare
SAN--FRANCISCO
The
separate black studies
call
deparnients is not clearly
understood
even
by many
of
*.-ardent advocates, Dr.
NatHare, "de facto" chair;
ma "ofthe Department of
Blade- Studies at last year's
Collars, told a general assemembigned San Francisco State
bly -elf- the Third World Com-

General Motors Loan Of $1.1 Supports Blacks
+NEW

PONTIAC. Mich -- Harem bee of Oakland County, Inc.,
announced today the operations!
of General Motors Corporation'
located in Pontiac have agreed
to provide interest-free loans
in amounts up to $1.1 million
for land acquisition to assist
the black, non-profit housing
new
developer in
building
homes in Pontiac.
At a meeting attended by
state and local government officials, and Pontiac community leaders, Harambee president, Charles M. Tucker, Jr.,
said, "the GM loans already
have enabled Harambee to,
purchase substantial acreageI
of vacant land and a number
of s i n gle-family, scattered
home sites on Pontiac's southwest side. The various sites,
when developed, will provide
more than 500 new housing
units."

HARAMBEE
CRYSTAL BEACH DEVELOPMENT

FOOTPRINTS

DURING FREEDOM'S first ; 40, the man who had been
century, 1865-1965, the black hidden for 13 years, by the
I leadership centered in three enormous shadow of Dr. Price,
developmental phases of the
earned custody of the torch:
black experience. From 1827
by way of a now controversial
(when Frederick Douglas was
°reline Ili favor of temporary
a ten-year-old) until 1847, that racial segregation.
pioneer of black publishers,
purely social,"
ana first of our college gradu- "In things
Washington, at the
ates, John B. Russwurm. held chimed Dr.
Cotton States Exposition, Atsway.
1896, "We can be as
lanta,
• The torch was passed to the
fingers on the
30-year-old Douglass and his separate as the
the hand, in
one,
as
NIEDGAR £VE$ NOME
yet
hand,
'North Star,' at Buffalo, beginpro
ll grthings relating to mutual
ning in 1847. That gleaming a
light led the way, through
nearly five decades, until 1892 Cash gifts, exceeding $5.
the
upon
heaped
— when the incomparable million,
Douglas, retiring at age 75, merging hero, within a span of
formally nominated the forgot- 9 years, thereafter. Presidents
ten Rev. Dr. Charles Joseph Theodore Roosevelt and WillPrice, as the next carrier of iam Taft maintained special
connections, 1905telephone
the black torch
Dr. Price not only equalled 1912, between the White House
Douglass in oratorical splen- and Dr. Washington's on camdor, but he was founder of pus residence at Tuskegee InLivingstone Collo:2e at Salis- stitute. He had founded the
bury, N. C.; advisor to Presi- school in 1881.
dent Grover Cleveland; one of Dr. Price also founded Livthe greatest preachers the race ingstone in 1881, accepted the
chased %salt interest•free loans provided by
has produced and, above all. torch at the noon of a great
General Motors operations in Pontiac. In ada lyrical tenor whose golden career. After a decade of difdition, nearly 70 single family lots have
voice could move audiences to ficult effert, the first leader
been cialiraited for in the same general
tears: especially with his ren- with doctoral training, W. E.B.
area.
dition of certain spirituals.
DuBois, wrested the torch
In short, he was too good to from Dr. Washington's hand,
be true.
by establishing the NAACP.
So. in 1893, at the age of 38, The jolt was too much, so Dr.
Dr. Price died of Bright's Washington, 59, fled
unto
disease, during the noon of his death. After 46 years, DuBois'
career. So Douglass died i n span ended on Aug. 23, 1963,
1895, at 78 — two years after during the March on Washingthe sainted Price had crossed ton; the day Dr. DuBois died,
school year than in any other the sombre line.
in Ghana; and the hour when
Isingle year of the institution's One year later, in Atlanta, his successor, Dr. King told
,95-year history. We honestly Ga., Robert T. Washington,
millions, "I ,Have a Dream."
aim not only to meet academic
competition but to capitalize
upon our institutional experience adequately to prepare
our students for the growing
number of employment opportunities open to them."
1/141/1111

,./...........,/' MAATINIELUTNER KING JR.

.
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IlE1HUNE ACRES

Tucker explained the term
Harambee (pronounced
HaThI7-national convention of
ram -bee) is an African word
the Z=rd World Commission,
meaning, "Let Us Work Tonon-white college student leadgether." The Pontiac basecj'
ers, met in El Paso, Tex., reorganization is comprised of
cently_
minority group leaders from
Hate officially ousted by
all areas of the community.
S. 11- -Hayakawa after mountGeneral Motors vice presiing the stage last spring, with
dent F. James McDonald, genseveral black colleagues to;
eral manager of Pontiac Motor
shout him down, claimed he is1
PROMPTS GM LOAN — Harambee of OakDivision, and chairman of the
"de facto" chairman because
land County, near Pontiac, Mich., a Black
Corporation's Pontiac Plant
he en, he said, presided over
non-profit housing corporation has plans for
City Committee, stated, "the
the hiring of the eleven faculover
500 new housing units on Pontiac's
pledge by GM o perations in
ty -lembers alloted for the gre
are moving o esside. Vacant land for the developsouthwest
new department and the pow-i tablish black studies programs Pontiac to provide interestments shown above has already been purfree
loans
for
land
acquisition
erful, supermilitant Black Stu- but that it was an irony that
dents Union has insisted thatj they would have to do so and will offer major assistance in
they "will do lathatever is nec- that he had predicted in a the overall financing of private
essary" to see that he is re- Saturday Review article more housing in this area.
stored to the chairmanship.
than a year ago that they As the cornp1eted housing
-The right to hire and fire" would begin to do that in an units are sold, the loans for
•
is the crucible to a viable'effort to -ape the white col- the land will be repaid. Ac-j
,
black studies program, Hare leges."
quisition of land at reasonablei
said. -You can write up the
prices is a major economici MONTGOMERY — Alabama'
an
advocated
Dr. Hare
most revolutionary course
factor in the development of State University will open its
"Ideological separatism, a sep- decent housing
imagnble,scrP
for many peo- doors in September amid many
but
the mind and val- e."
you allow the racists to hire aratism of
changes and advancements.
instead of a "territorial
ues,"
Uncle-- Toms to teach them
Among these will be the addiAlso
accompanying
Mr.
Mc"There are no
they _cannot teach anything separatism."
to,
except of the Donald at today's program tion of twelve new doctors
frontiers
new
but 'lomisin to save their
were Martin J. Caserio, a Gen- the faculty.
spirit
of
the
peo-i
mind
and
the
hides.P
eral Motors vice president and With such doctoral strength
The chief mistake most stu- pie," he said. "We must move general
manager of GMC among thirty-odd new faculty'
to acquire the skills necessary
denttstlake in their visions of
Truck
and
Coach Division, and and staff members and a
overcome
(or
overthrow,
as
a black studies program, Hare to
The university positions as
case may be) the obsta- John F. Dudas, manager of the change in the academic adthe
said, is failing to distinguish
announced, include the officles to society's life chances" Fisher Body plant. McDonald ministration, as announced by'
between "a utonomy"
and
concluded,
e success o the University President, Dr.'
cial announcement that Dr
"self-determination" and be- A student majoring in black Harambee's program will de- Levi Watkins, Alabama State;
'Robert Reed, as vice-president
studies
would
be
able
to
do
tween 'separatism" and "seg-'
pend on the entire community moves boldly into its first year
of the university, will be prin- WASHINGTON — Secretary
regation." Autonomy permits anything that a student with pulling together. It is a project of operations with university
cipally responsible for aca- of Transporation John A. Volpe
any
other
liberal
arts
degree
you to operate your own dewhich calls for total coopera- status.
demic affairs.
has announced the appointment
partment alongside the oppres- can do — teach, preach, do social
;
In
making
the
announcement,
work,
work
for
business
A complete listing of indivi- of George W. Haley, a Moresor's, he said, "a carbon copy.
Tucker explained that con- Doctor Watkins stated, "Ourj
dual department heads has house College graduate, as
of the oppressor's," leaving ul- firms, the government, or go struction
will begin in the near academic officers have realready been released to the Chief Counsel of the Urban
timate authority in the hands on to graduate or professional future, and
it is anticipated cruited nationwide in the ef-1
I press. Dr. Watkins has an- Mass Transporation Adminisof the oppressor, Hare said school in black studies or some that the first units
will be
nounced that all things are in tration.
to secure the best avails-,
that it may be necessary ulti- other field of his choice," Hare ready for occupancy in early fort
we personnel. We have added!
readiness, for the most excit- Haley, 44, a resident of Kanexplained.
He
said
that
it
is
a
mately to "distinguish authoriDR ROBERT REED
1970.
more doctorates and stronger
ing year in the school's long sas City. Kansas, and a former
ty or delegated power and exis- mistaken notion that a student
member of the Kansas State
.history.
black studies "As Harambee begins actual personnel for the 1969-1970
tential power or naked power." majoring in
Senate.
at the time of his apwould
take
no
other
construction,"
he
courses,
noted,
"we
He maintained that Hayakawa
pointment was a practicing athas the authority to run the just as most students majoring will begin to see our efforts
torney with the law firm of
black studies department but in other fields do not take materialize, turning a sluml
Stevens, Davis and Haley in
area
into
a
new
community'
most
of
their
courses
in
that
that he (Hare) has the power.
Kansas City. •
with housing, commercial and
Turning to the .problem of field.
Secretary Volpe said: "The
recreational
facilities
designed
Hare
enumerated four types
separatism, Hare said that
appointment of George Haley
to
improve
the
overall
physical
black college stedents are los- of black studies programs as
adds another capable, experiing faith in the racist educe-1 they are emerging in this coun- environment and cultural openced, and dynamic person to
portunities
for
people.
tion t hey areg,iven but that! try, most of which he deplorfill a key post in the Departsome compensatorily overplayI ed. They are: Negro studies, "Harambee's plans and it
ment.
separatism and skin color. He" polka-dot studies, Afroamerican hopes," T u cker concluded
"George Haley•s experience
"can be achieved only witL
attacked the idea that white. studies and black studies.
on a U.S. Congressional Staff
GEORGE W. HALEY
colleges are guilty of a "brain' He asserted that Negro stud- the full cooperation of our lo
and in the State Legislature,
drain" on Negro colleges.
ies is the pulling together of cal government and education
his active participation in com"The same people wilo a courses in Negro history and al authorities; our state go'
munity affairs with the Urban torney. 1955 - 1965; served in
few years ago were telling me Negro literature and the like, ernment through the Stat
League and Republican Party, the Kansas State Senate, 1965to go to a white college in- taught from the same old per- Housing Authority; the federa,
and his legal knowledge utiliz- 1968, where- he served as Chairstead of Howard University spective. Polka dot studies government through FHA pro
ed as a lawyer, a member of nian of the Senate Public Welnow are criticizing me for exist on small white lam- grams, — all working in coop
-city government, and a state fare Committee; and member
working at a white one though puses where most of the pro- eration with private business,;
law maker makes him an in- of the Banks and Banking,
no Negro college has offered fessors and most of the stu- industry and labor. We plan I
valuable member of the Urban Federal and State Affairs,
me a job since Howard fired dents are white, while Afro- to do our part in making the
Mass Transportation Adminis- Industrial
Development and
tration team."
Aeronautics.
me two years ago for advocat- American stud ies restrict community of Pontiac a heft,.
Judiciary
and
place
or
all to live."
After Haley recieved his LLB municipalities committees.
ing the idea of black univer- themselves to a study of his• • •
Degree from the University of A member of Alpha Phi
sity. If there are any brains tory and culture from a naArkansas Law School, he be- lAlpha Fraternity, a Thirtydown there, they must have tionalistic perspective. Black During the present year,
gan practice of law in 1951;!Second degree Mason and membeen lying dormant all this studies further encompasses large white corporate strucserved as a member of the ber of the Board of Direct3rs
time. All they will bring up courses such as black math, tures have made non-interest
ongressional staff of Repre- of the Kansas City U r b an
here is their Ph.D.'s and their black science and alone are loans exceeding $5 million imsentative Robert F. Ellsworth'League. Haley is former Vice
Greek-letter fraternity pins," based on a revolutionary per- mediately available to blacl(Rep., Kansas) 1960-1964; em- ; Chairman of the Kansas Young
business organizations.
Hare said.
spective.
ployed as an Assistant City At- I Republican Federation.
Dr. Hare conceded that Ne- Hare concluded that the
More and more, black pro
—
gro colleges could theoretically' black community must control fessionals are convincing the
play an important role but black studies programs and monied whites that they have
that they were crippled by said that "no educational pro- the know-how, the integrity
"historical inertia," that they gram can sever two cultural and the inspiration to move
WASHINGTON — The De. special reports received from
were founded by white south- and political masters, two into $-million activity, in all
oartment
of Labor has report- state e m ployment security
ern racists for the most part contradictory causes, that "it fields.
latest
figures show that agencies. These agencies reed
the
and not to liberate blacks in cannot both serve the ends of While the Pontiac plan, relaported on the status of 5,827 of
the south, let alone the north. white racism and the ends of tive to Harambee, is a singunearly 90 percent of the men the 6,301
enrollees scheduled to
lar development at General
Hare also admitted that Ne- black liberation."
and women from recently ter- report for assistance at their
Motors, it may be recalled that
WALTER WOMACK, director of a new
sive training by the BFG tire division beminated Job Corps centers local offices.
as early as 1944, in Washingprogram to develop more managers from
fore takifig iesponsibility for training the
who applied for assistance at
As of early August, 4,565 had
ton, D. C., the federal governminority groups for B. F. Goodrich retail
store manager trainees. PMED is associatEmployment Services offices, actually
excess
ment advanced loans in
reported: 1.953 were
stores, explains tire construction to the first
ed with Opportunities Industrialization Cenhave been referred to either
placed in jobs, and 930 were
of $1-million to the late Elder
class. The men are being trained at Proters of America, the nation's oldest a n d
training
or
jobs.
Of
these,
70
Simon L. Micheaux. He died
enrolled in training; 639 regress Management and Economic Developlargest job training organization for Negroes
percent are actually in jobs or
thrice a milloinaire. as owner
ment (PMUDi headquarters in Philadelfused referral tit; jobs or trainand other minority group members. The
being trained.
of the large Mayfair Mansions
phia in preparation for entering the regular
four trainees are, left to right: Steve Steving; 350 had been referred but
development, in north east
B. F. Goodrich retail management trainThe Department's most re- were not hired and 178 were
enson, 23; James F. Cole, 34: Jesse Parker,
D. C.
ing program. Womack was given bytes25, and John L. Jackson, 26,
cent figures were based upon scheduled to begin training.
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Department Post
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Ex-Job Corps People Aided

Dr. W. T. Armstrong Named NMA President-Elect At Frisco

NEW AND OLD — Dr. Charles Lyons, Jr., left, who has
assumed the presidency of Fayetteville State University,
recently received his official title document from Dr. Rudolph Jones, who resigned after 13 years in the post. One
of Dr. Lyons' initial projects at the North Carolina university pill he a three rear campaign to raise S1,000,000 from
otitMele sources for an ''Enrichment Program" for he institution.

c o 1 leges, and National Medical Association D. C., was honored with the
SAN FRANCISCO — Dr.I tion came on a unanimous, sen for a position on the pow-I Associatkin
W. T. Armstrong, prominent vote of more than 1.200 physi. erful nominating committee. , guidance counselors in the; Foundation which is seeking Distinguished Service Award
local physician, was named clans from across the
addition to the routine secondary schools and
alto provide better care for the and Dr. J. B. Harris of Atnation 1 In a
president-elect of the National attending
conof
the
sessions
business
the 74th meeting of
j foundations in an effort to sup- poor regardless of race. The lanta, Ga., was the recipient of
Medical Association at its an- the association last week. Prior vention, San Francisco clinics port the
program, according to'foundation, it was stated, also the General Practioner of the
nual meeting in San Francisco, to his election he had
practically reports reaching here from the seeks to eliminate all vestiges Year award.
in
offered
were
been a
Calif.
of discrimination in hospitals
Among the area doctors atmember of the house of dele- every phase of the field of- convention
where the Negro physician tending the convention were
medicine with outstanding clinDr. Armstrong, a native of gates where he served
other
actior,
it
was
learnfinds difficulty in staff privileg- Dr. and Mrs- S. J. Cochran of
Rocky Mount who has been as- retary for a period of time, icians from leading medical In
sociated with his brother, De. then speaker of the house and schools participating in round- ed, the house of delegatres turn- es and where the poor are not Weldon. Dr. Cochran is presi, ed down an effort on the parL given top notch medical care
L. P. Armstrong, for the past later chairman of the board of table discussions
dent of the Old North State
of a supposedly black caucus because of their financial stabecame
the
twenty-four years,
The convention also took '
Medical Society, the oldest Netrustees for four years
to change the name of the or- tus.
second North Carolina physi•
gro Medical Society in the
significant action on the new
The
National
ganization. It. tabled for further The
Medical Associan to be elected to the top
convention also heard country; Dr. and Mrs. L. H.
welfare program proposed by I
position of the 6,000 member ciation, NMA, is predominant- Pistsident Richlird Nixon and a.study the change the caucus an eminent physician and sur- Wynn of Williamsten; Dr. A.A
a
Negro
suggested
with
reference
to
organization, but new recruitment program for
!organization. Dr. J. 0. Plum- ly
geon. Dr. Phillip Lee. chancel- Best inf Greenville; Dr. M. D.
mer of Raleigh held the post'its composition now represents medical students and those in-' inclusion of members of the lor of the University of Cali- Quigless of Tarboro, and Dr.
physicians from other races.
Students National Medical As-'
in 1924.
fornia Medical Center in San and Mrs. F. B. Bryant of
terested in the paramedical
will
be
physician
The local
Another North Carolina phy- fields to help alleviate the sociation on the trustee board Francisco, deliver the princi- Rocky Mount,
and councils of the National pal
inducted into office at the Dia- sician. Dr. E. L Rann of Np os
f medical services
address at one of the pub- Accompanying
D r . ArmMedical Association.
mond Jubilee Convention to: Charlotte, was reelectedto the throughout the
lostryc.Tehlye
ur
n
k
c
w
oo
lic meetings. Dr. Robert Ja- strong were his wife and
e0
be held in Atlanta, Ga.. next board of trustees and Dr. R.E. shortageAplans
The house also voted to put son of the Howard University daughter, Beverly and son,
NMA
summer. Dr. Armstrong's elec-1 Dawson of Durham was cho-j with the American Medical great emphasis on the new Medical School in Washington,!Thurber.
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RACE VOTERS' SLOGAN:

'Black Voter Giveth And
Black Vote Taketh Away'

•
411:

BALTIMORE, Md. — The ship and special technical as- Mathis of Jacksonville, Fla ,
which sistance, has done as much as Board of Education members
change
revolutionary
occured when six black men any person in helping blacks Elizabeth Cofield of Raleigh,
were elected to public office to register to vote throughout N. C.; and Hortense Canady
in Greene County, Ala., recent- the deep south. Although only of Lansing, Mich.
ly is a forerunner of political 33, he has been prominently
Delta public officials not
things to come in the south, mentioned as a potential can- present were. Texas State
according to Vernon Jordan, didate for Mayor of Atlanta, Senator Barbara Jordan; RepRegional Ga.
director, Southern
resentative Shirley Chisholm of
Jordan said increased black New
Council.
Y o rk; Representative
Jordan spoke before an over- registration is a tremendous Edith Green of Oregon: City
flow luncheon meeting at the new influence in the body poli- Councilwomen Bette Wimbush
national convention of Delta tics of the south. He pointed Muse of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
out t hat in 1944, total black and Vel Phillips of Milwaukee,
Sigma Theta Sorority.
It is generally felt that Jor- registration m 11 southern, Wis.; Board of Education memdan, through personal leader- states was 250,000, which was, ber Rachel Nowel, of Denver,
five percent of the voting popu- Colo.; and Sate Senator Doris
lation in these states.
Johnson of the Bahamas
In 1969, there were 3.2 mil- Vernon Jordan said black
lion black registered voters in voters are not party bound in
the 11 southern states, which the south. They vote "black inrepresents 62 percent of the terest."
southern electorate. He noted Jordan described black elect,that in Mississippi, there were ed officials as the "most exonly 22,000 blacks registered citing
phenomenon on the
in 1960, and this year the total; American political scene." In
is 251,000. In Alabama in 1960,1 1965, he said, there were ap'blacks eligible to vote totaled proximately 70 black elected
66,000, and this year the num- officials in the south. Presently, there are about 479 in the
BOGALUSA, La, — Jerris ber is 273,000.
Leonard, chief of the Civil "There is no major city in south and 600 in the north.
the south where the black vote "White America will have to
Rights Division of the Justice
is not the decisive factor," become accustomed to black
Dept., toured Washington ParJordan said. "Our people in Americans challenging them
ish, where Federal deputy marsouth are now saying: for
public
office," Jordan
shals were ordered to protect the
'The black vote giveth and the stated.
Negro teachers transferred to
black vote taketh away'."
He added that "very rapidly,
a white school.
Prior to Jordan's address, black community organizations
White hostility to court bands special recognition was paid to have learned that their deon freedom of choice kept me-nbers of Delta Sigma The- mands, no matter how legitisome other schools almost ta who have been elected to mate generally must be backempty as several parishes public office. Those present ed with political muscle. They
(counties) made their first at- were: Maryland State Senator are learning that political partempt to complete desegrega- Verda Welcome; Judge Juanita ticipation is a route to justice
tion.
Kidd Stout, of Philadelphia; and the realization of their asCity Councilwoman Sallye 13. pirations
Leonard flew into Washing-, _.
ton Parish after U. S. District
Judge Frederick Heeebe order-I
ed the deputies to protect the
teachers.
dountoun • union a‘e.

U. S. Rights

Chief Looks
Into La. Bias

LEWIS ALUMNI PICNICKER
The Gordon Kendall family, 727 W. Taylor, Oak Park,
was among scores of Chicago-area families at Alumni
Picnic at Lewis College. in Lockport. Kendall is a 1960
graduate of the institution.

At Military Bases
NAACP Probes Bias
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Arrests Of 35
n °ma Nets
ar age Strike

The strikers have received
wide support from the black

see State University, looks on. The four.
some are all graduates of Tennessee State
Uni%ersity.

$24"

threatened with bodily harm'
NEW YORK —Following on upon to provide equal job op- by certain residents"
the-scene investigation of ra- portunities, at all levels, for
cial disturbances at the Marine local civilian personnel employCorps' Camp Lejeune and the ed on the base.
Army's Fort Bragg, both in
Accompanied b y C harles
North Carolina, Julius Will- McLean, NAACP field director
iams, in charge of veterans for North Carolina, Mr. Will••and servicemen's affairs for iams spent two days, Aug. 15- I
• t.he NAACP recommended non 16, at the bases interviewing
•
=nilitary legal assistance for more than a score of enlisted
.rowthe 26 men being held under; men in addition to high ranking
..Zarrrst in connection with the officers. The servicemen at
,2flisturbance at Camp LeJeune Lejeune complained that only
▪,.-on July 20.
Negro and Puerto Rican ma- In his recommendations sub- rines were airested although
mitted to NAACP executive white marines were also involv- OKLAHOMA CITY — Mrs.
director Roy Wilkins, Mr. Will- ed in the fracas.
Clara Luper, adviser to the
iams particularly cited the
Generally the complaints reneed for full investigation of flected basic gripes common Oklahoma City NAACP Youth
iwthe charge of murder filed to all servicemen, Mr. Williams Council; James Brown, NAACP
...against five of , the black ma- reported. However, "there is youth director; Gail Parker,
rines as the result of the death deep-rooted feelings that undue the council's 15-year-old presita41„..._
Issof a white marine following discipline has been exacted of
dent, and Richard Dockery,
clash of July 20.
Negroes. Nevertheless, they
director,
r e gional
NAACP
investigator
furwithThe NAACP
believe that opportunities
461.1.1.„. , ler recommended that nearby in the service are bettern than I were among 35 persons arrestmaintain in civilian life. This does not ed here, Aug. 20, during a
branches
‘',LONAACP
closer contact with the military evoke expressions of gratitude Idemonstration in support of
establishment, including enlist- because there is still a long
sanitation
ed men as well as commanding way to go to find the equality the city's striking
cent
of whom
workers,
80
per
when
prevailed
recommended
told
they
were
` officers. Also, he
"that the military be called they enlisted."
are Negro.

ligetioiSCHOOi
1It4*0'SOUL *41-1
SPE

Paula Mack of Jacksonville, Flo., as Dr.
Andrew P. Torrence, president of Tenses.

southland mall

Judge Heebe found that Negroes were "intimidated and

The persons arrested were
charged with blocking traffic
at the Westwood Sanitation
Station. Only six of the 50
trucks left the barn. The previous day, when the strike began, nine trucks were out on
the streets. Refusual of city officials to meet the demands of
the sanitation workers, including wage increases, precipitated the strike.

ALL TSU GRADUATES — Texas Southern University President Granville Sawyer,
second from left, compares notes with 1969
doss president Richard D. Williams, Jr.,
if Hartlerd, Cam, and vice president
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i Mid-South
Coliseum!
SAT,SEPT. 6 at 8:30 P.M.
Tickets $4, $5 and $6 CHILDREN under 12 99c

I

Advance Tickets Locations
Tiki House, Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office, I
House of Hits, Pat's Platters, Horn• of the Blues,
Satellite Record Shop.

POSEY RUSSELL

Appearing COMEDIAN
TWO $500 SCHOLARSHIPS and 6 BICYCLES TO BE
GIVEN AWAY

VISO

II

I

I MIMI IMO Ella

MEM NES MINI MIN NOM

I

Doll House Inc., a unique typo of business, recently opened its doors to the fashion
world at 2451 Park Avenue. They invite you out to their shop of talking hats and sassy dresses to help celebrote fashion week. The corn oration is composed of th• five ladies pictured above: left to right: Mrs. Mary Peterson, Mrs. Carlson Mathis, Mrs. Coro
Harris, Miss Barbaro Mull and Mrs. Irene Davis (NotPicturad).
In addition to a weight control center, they will have modeling closses starting September, 17, 1969 foryoung lodi•s of all ages. Grand opening will be September 6, 1969. At
the fashion show, door prizes will be given.
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chard, 22, Gregory Hunter. 23,
era considered Turner's activi- pound of marijuana in a south- said.
and Raymond Isaac, 22, all ej
warrant
a
obtained
Police
ties a threat to gang recruit- westside house.
three were charE
Police said the four persons, and searched the house from; Chicago. All
ment.
use of a we
unlawful
with
emerged.
ed
had
four
the
which
Two other Black P Stone including an unidentified juveexplosivdll
of
possession
pen,
found;
Rangers, Lonnie King a n d; nile girl, were seen leaving a Inside, police said they
possession of marijuana."
and
powder
black
more
southwest
three
city's
the
on
building
Charles Smith, both 20, were l
Bond was set at $5,000 sash
PREP GRIDDERS READY .turnees.
indicted for attempted murder side and that one of the four bombs, a fourth under conof for Blanchard and Hunter
The Memphis Inter9Cholastict Coach Herbert Tate, who
in another incident- Attempted' threw a paper bag under a car struction. six one-pound cans
Schedule
Game
at $10,000 for Isaac. They a r7
pound,
26
half
a
and
powder
the
black
investigated,
police
Athletic Association will kick has some pretty big shoes to
murder indictments were also When
to appear in Narcot
scheduled
off its third campaign when the fill for the departed Eldridge
returned against Richard bag was found to con ta i n a of marijuana.
August 18.
Court
a
1
B
Louis
Los
were
Arrested
police
at
bomb
powder
Belmont
Nash10,
black
nucleus
Feb.
good
a
has
Jones
Mitchell,
football season officially gets,
Coach Jerry C. Johnson has
Fields, 14, and Harold
underway this week. The MiAA in the line and in the offen- lined up a 26-game basketball vile, Feb. 12; Fisk at Nash- 15, of the Disciples, and Paul
has renamed the four leaguesaive backfield where quarter- schedule for the Magicians of %dile, Feb. 13; the VSAC tour- Willis, 17, of the Goon Squad
nament, Feb. 18-21; Dillard at Gang.
with the annexation of several back Larry Perkins, James LeMoyne-Owen College.
former Shelby County schoolsiFitzpatrick a nd James P a r- The predominantly Negro col- New Orleans, Feb. 26. and In the latest activity involvswelling the membership to 29 ham return A field goal in the lege became a member of the Xavien at New Orleans Feb. 27. ing Chicago street gangs, three
MIAA Championship game last Volunteer State Athletic Conteams.
members of the Cobra Stone.
The Delta League replaces Year with Christian Brothers ference this year and will comRangers, an affiliate of thel
'
the AAAA circuit and the Na-'was the only thing that stood
Black P Stone Nation, were ar-'
against the loop's western
in the way of a perfect season
tjt-olai confererse is bade
rested Saturday, August 16,:
didsion teams - Belmont Betteams from the old AAAA lea- for the Golden Wildcats. Tate hel, CBC, Union and UT
after police discovered a black:
gue. ?he Capitol Conference will have a completely new Martin.
power bomb factory and a half
_1
replaces AA division and the,coaching staff after Mitchell's
Before joining VSAC, Leformer A teams will p l ay i assistants resigned following
his announcement that he was Moyne played 37 years under'
the American Conference,
the banner of the all-Negro
For the first time Tennessee stepping down to accept a poSouthern Intercollegiate Athwill have a legitimate state sition in the Athletic Director's
letic Conference.
Educaof
at
office
Board
the
champion. Last season the Tennessee Secondary Schools Ath- hon. Bob Crawford moves More than half of the Magiletic Association adopted a play over from Carver along with cians' engagements will be
Carter to as- against teams outside the VSAC
off plan after it was voted in newcomer Jimmy
league. They will meet two
oy the schools. These playoffs sist Tate,
$159.50
2 Vol. Modern Reference Encyclopedia. was;4919:now
CHAMPS TOUGH AGAIN
SIAC members, Lane of Jackcommence November 21 with
now $179.50
a
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in
was
badly
CBHS
son, Tenn. and Fish of
the championship game slated
El 10 Vol. of International Library of Negro History. was759-411
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New Standard Encyclopedia White Binding. was78916a..now $169.50
Teams will qualify for the last season but came back Coast Conference outfits. Rust
DiviRed
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win
to
ongly
point
.
system,str
of Holly Springs, Miss., Tougaplayoffs under a
I:1 Basic Home Library 1300 Contributions was 1:94.4a_now $109.00
devised by a committee chosenlinon crown and upset the Wild- loo of Tougaloo, Miss., and Dil- CHICAGO - (UPI) - A
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by the TsAAA. A taain can ac_lcats for the city title, 3-0. The lard of New Orleans; one South
A Cook County grand jury has
now $89.50
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Brothers
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cure points according
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Two Vol. Dictionary $35.00 Mork Down to $29.50
to beat in the National Xavier University of New Orfied as-AAA, AA or a teams, team
Among those indicted Friday
Conference. Because the play- leans.
Large Family Bible 3:59-.4a now $39.50
The annual football jamboree
was Jeff Fort, leader of the
offs. will prevent the staging of
opens its sche- Black P Stone Nation, accused
LeMoyne-Owen
was staged on two nights last
4 Vol. Medical Encyclopedia was 1494Ct now $39.50
1, city championship game the
week in Memorial Stadium. MIAA will crown four confer- duled here, Dec. 1, against Tou- of attempted murder and agEl Book Case, Light or Dark Finish -1494a now $17.50
galoo. Other games in Decem- gravated battery. Charges for
4,000 fans watched the
e ence champs.
ber include Lane here Dec. 4, the 17 range from attempted
Capitol Conference,
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kby
White Station joined CBHS Lincoln
Tri-State
Jefferson
City, murder to intimidation.
at
performances of Manassas and
scoring with each team hit- Dec. 6; Rust here Dec. 9, Fisk Chicago
declared
officials
Trezevant out score the Amen- in
Ong paydirt once each. The here Dec. 12, UT Martin here their campaign against gangs
can Conference, 21-6.
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scored against OverCircle the number of Items and Mail To P.O. Box 311
Dec. 20, Alcorn here Dec. 23 May 7. State's Atty. Edward
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i
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NAME
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top teams of the 1968 season,
close twice during the final
ADDRESS
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low Monthly Paymenl.
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$1 00
Only
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two point conversion by King- Darnell Harris showed that at Holly Springs, Jan. 7: CBC go street gangs."
Hanrahan
"Unfortunately,"
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here Jan.
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have for sale
Martin, Jan. 26. and CBC at wrongs, dedicated to helping
of the two games
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February slate hood."
ance for the players. Officials LeMoyne's
Northside drew some raves
calls for Belmont here Feb. 3, Fort, 22, and two other gang
released a two night attendance
with its aggressive offensive
Union here Feb. 5, Bethel at members, A. D. McChristian,
total
unit. The Cougars opened the
of 13'901'
McKenzie, Feb. 7; Xavier here 20, and Charles Bey, 20 were
PREP SCHEDULE
scoring-when quarterback Wilindicted for allegedly shooting
lie Jones hooked up with end Sept. 4- Douglas vs. NorthJack Turner, a member of the
TD pan_ South Side didn't side (Firestone) at 4 p.m.;
vs. Melrose
Washington
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s
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score bet the Scrappers were Woodale
(B.T.W.) Hillcrest vs., Oaknam. Before he was wounded,
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Turner was organizing south
12 minres, of head knocking Sept. 5-Central vs. Messick
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side youths for a drum and buvs.
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Sept. 7-Father Bertrand vs.
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HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

Veg. Oleo.

Gin on the rocks?

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

Qtr. 1 lb.15.

SOUTH- 032 F SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVLN

KNIFE & FORK 6 Limit 14 oz.

CUT GREEN BEANS 100

PST--5O11 POPLAR 1AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

MY-T-FINE INSTANT 5 FLAVORS
,
6 TOTAL LIIAT Am
LOW
31 2 oz. Pkg.

PUDDING

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
367 Union
527-4471

sirTO

90!N

EVERYREADY BATTERY - SPECIAL
1.5 Volt Transistor...Pkg. of4. . . 49c
9 Volt Trans'stor. .Pkg. of 2... 69c
Flashlight Cord •Ste-Pkg. of 2...29c

U•S•D.A• Choice Heavy

MOTHER'S BEST SELF RISING

BEEF
0
5 lb. Bog.39
2 Bag Limit
STEAKS
BLUE PLATE
Qt. Jor
AMOURS With Beans 4 Limit
sirloin per. lb.l. 1 3
T. Bone 1.23 SALAD DRESSING
2
15'2 oz. Can"
CHILI
390

FLOUR OR MEAL

2969 Summer
323-5594

DUKES

HUMKO

2 Limit

VEG. OIL

48 oz. Btl.

see

LUCKY LEAF

CORN
OIL

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT

.5

Make it perfect.

(If he can't he doesn't
deserve ye.' business)

4

Here is one of the outstandingautomobil• salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstanding selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
H. can be of great help in assisting and advisi ng
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. I
Buy on America's No. 1 Car - Chevrolet at Union.
imailtat

S

arp.
,
iftwase.

•11

Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin
elliftltig cornea.

Eggs

doz.

15 oz. Can

6 limit

220j1 LAMAR
324-3671

BISCUITS

60

Can

MORTON

6 47

ro

10 oz.

DO-NUTS

450

Pkg.

29

DUMPLING
SLICEDTRAWBERRIES
24 oz. Con 49*
STRAWBERRIES

I230,"

10 oz. Pkg.
13
F. M.

SLICED
BACON
2 lb. Pkg. 1.3
itb. Pkg. 69*

BEANS or PEAS 2-29*
SACRAMENT() PEACHES
Halves or Slices 29 oz.

270

23.
LUNCH BAGS
HEFTY
TRASH l LINERS,.
Pkg. of 6

Melwell Neue• Chasten' Sanborn Moreland Club lb. cae..t1
154'er Sankt, lb. Can 294 1Fred Mont.,! lb. Con 14 1::,
or large Instant Coffee.
•r f5Es off
C•
Kith coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding1
value of coupon morchen dice ( fresh milk products t
end tobacco also excluded In compliance with state :4
, low). qoupon expires noon Wednesday Sept. 10, 1999 ti
` ANTI I Frieze purchase not Included In coupon redonsptIOn . ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK r
":777.-1-0:77.:"7„:77:.tr7.7-;:r:N.7.17:7.7:t..77-e.eleezee:MITT•
Of

FRED MONTESI ilb. Car4

o ger Instant Coffee
2or Larr
8 oz.
lb. Ca
Or 580 offony

50
ct.
Box

any P au

or

SANKA

KEEPER'S

Nabielis

MAIWELL HOUSE CHASE'n RNBORN
MARYLAND CLUB 150 Lb. Can

SMOKED LINK

FRED MOM Cluny ktyls
2 lb. bag

SAUSAGE

UNION

650

CHICKEN

TWIN

PET DOG FOOD

BALLARD or PILLSBURY
Extra Ligh
8 oz.

SWEET SUE

FIESIONTES
Grade A Fertle Large

••••• SO:

Seagram's
Extra DIN

48 oz. Btl.

15 oz. Cans
with
AUSTEX NEW
PINTO, NAVY, or BLACKEYES Pork

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

!ht.
PtRfECT
eitifsf
Cis

BEER

29*

=loam.a maw

BUSCH RAVARIAN
3 Ctn. Limit alb
6-12 oz. Cans 4101.111P

Qt. Btl.

APPLE JUICE

99.

Sausage
b.53*

Fre;h Ground

HAMBURGER

HAM SLICES
590

4 lb. pkg. or more lb.

center cut for frying

w sew.ear ttlEll mese rite 141(11011 OHM

6

44104. at, lait
,
441

4.

Jr 4,0

**, woe arktr.arre..-,...... -...,4rAreAr'..r,r,-.•44.4i"ve.w.e4.pc4,1 41.044r41`00 410440-10441-1".'
1'.4
'
.
14
441-11444

"

j4F44.44i414
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PRICES

RECEIVE CERTIFICATES
The first graduate of the Denial Assistant course at the
Martin Luther King Neighborhood Health Center, 3312 W.
Grenshaw, were awarded their caps in a ceremony at the
center recently. Dr. James C. Wallace Jr., left center, is
dental director at the health center, and Dr. Charles E.
Williams, Jr., right center, is director of the dental assist

ant training program. The graduates are, from left to
right, Mrs. Vernal Henry; Miss Bunny Ward; Miss Helen
Jean Lewis; Miss Pearly Tosey; Mrs. Rosie Lee Betts;
Miss Brenda tenser; Mrs. Dorothy Guy; and Miss Francis Porter.

MONROE, La — The Shelby tions for James Earl Ray was
County, Tennessee Sheriff who sekcted "Law Man of the
directed massive security cau- Year" by the Louisians, Mississippi, West Tennessee District of
Kiwanis International Convention here today.

2 Named
To Head
New Law
Agencies

)3oth departments, which
were created by legislation
passed during the recent Genel Assembly session, become'
operative and the appointments
edective on Jan. 1, 1970.

in the Department of Public
Safety. Chief elements in the
new agency will be the Illinois
State Police and the newly established Illinois Bureau of In-

BLUE PLATE

CRISCO
WESSON ON.

Ogilvie proposed the creation of both departments in his
special message on law enforcement to Illinois legislators
in February. Much of the governor's crime-fighting program
hinged on the establishment of
the new agencies.
Brown began his police career as a foot patrolman and
police chief in Mount Un ion,
Pa. After a tour of duty with
the U. S. Navy during the Korean conflict, he returned to
his native Rockford, where he
lerved as a sheriff's deputy
for a year. He then joined the
121innis State P o lice a ft. r
graduating with highest honors
from the Illinois State Pollee
'training Academy.
: Brown has attended the FBI
National Academy, University
if Illinois Police Training Instil:tee, Northwestern University
School for Police Supervision
and completed the fingerprint-,
tog identification course offered by the FBI.
* He was one of 30 police officers selected to attend the nation's first course in civil disturbances control at Fort Gerdon, Ga., in 1963.

WHOLE
FRYERS

MAYONAISE

0r t+4 xcd Pert,

3

lb

190 .49c 31;
94

38oz. bottle
maim

Lb.

with our coupon offer •

SANDWICH
BREAD

PIM
PICINIICS

st

1-Lb
8-0;.
loaves
lb.

COIT

GREEN
ONIONS

CANTALOUPES

Miss Forestine Cook
WDIA Cover Girl (1970) I
Soul Power 101024 Hour Soul

3s

CALIFCRNIA

STRAWBERRIES

69f

For

itch.

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

vestigation.
Functions of the Jilin ohs
Youth Commission and th
state's prison system will be
consolidated in the new Department of Corrections, which will
have jurisdiction over all state
Correctional institutions. The
Parole
newly-professionalized
and Pardon Board also will
operate within this department

-

Can't Do Setter
Anywhere Else.'

"The success or failure of,
our intensified effort to improve our crime prevention
and rehabilitation programs
vv1,11, hi large measure, depend
upon these two men."

The Department of Law Enforcement will assume the police-oriented duties now vested

41....411•

TOP VALK
1(11
tio3er STAMPS'
You

Ogilvie commented: ''Illinori
is: fortunate to have men of
such ability and vision filling
these vital roles.

Brown and Bensinger will
each receive $35,000 salaries
when the new appointments beceime effective, Browr is now
paid $25,000 as public safety
director and Be n si nge r receives $23,000 as IYC chairman.
Before joining the Ogilvie
administration last January,
Brown, 44, was sheriff of Winnebago County. Bensinger. 33,
x'as director of new product
teisting for Brunswick Corp.

0.11

TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY ..
AND °STILL

Kiwanis Name Morris 'Law Man Of The Year'
equipment and are on call for Sheriff Morris has received
emergencies. More than 100 awards for his accomplishreservists currently serve the ments in law enforcement from
the Tennessee Junior Chamber
Sheriff's Department.
Commerce, the Optimist
of
of
innovation
r
Anothe
and other service organiClub
Sheriff Moms was the oraniRa- zations.
Band
Citizen
the
of
zation
Sheriff Williem N. 7.1orris, dio volunteers, a group of citi- Long
active in scouting,
Jr. who directed, for seven zens owning CB units, who Sheriff Morris is chief explorand one-half months, the im- serve as additional observers er advisor for the Chickasaw
prisonment of the man who was for the Sheriff. The 800 mem- Council of the Boy Scouts of
sentenced to 99 years for kill- bers of this organization have America and through his efing Dr. Martin Luther King,
p r oblems ranging forts, a School Night for Scads
reported
Jr.. was cited for his many
in streets to ing program was begun and
holes
pot
from
Innovations in law inforcement.
has been adopted for national
burglaries in progress.
A plaque denoting the honor The Emergency Services Res- use.
was presented to Sheriff Mor- cue Unit was organized by Sheriff Morris was selected
ris at the opening general ses- Sheriff Morris to assist in one of Tennessee's Outstanding
sion of the three day District search and rescue work. A Young Men by the State's JunConvention at the Civic Center. new Juvenile Squad, with em- ior Chamber of Commerce. He
Mrs. John S. White. Jr., Dis- phasis on counseling and guid- has served as president of the
trict Chairman of Public and ance, was formed to fight the Memphis Jaycee Chapter and
Business Affairs, presented the rising Juvenile offender prob- the Gavel Club of Memphis and
SPRINGFIELD, Ili. — Gov. award. Sheriff Morris had been lem A Junior Deputy program was chairman of the Blind
nominated by the Raleigh, East to heighten respect for law en- Benefit Football Game of the
Richard B. Ogilvie named
W hitehaven forcement for 6th graders was Lions Club of Memphis, in adan d
Memphis
Herbert D. Brown as director Kiwanis Clubs of Shelby Counbegun and involves 4,000 chil- dition to his work with mallY
of the new Department of Law ty, Tennessee.
other civic projects.
dren in the county.
Enforcement arid Peter B. Ben- Sheriff Morris. 34, is in his Sheriff Morris has been ac- Since being elected Sheriff,
singer as director of the new third term ae Sheriff of Shelby tive in many community and he has worked for improvewhich encompasses charity projects in his county, ments in the care and handllngf
County,
Department of Corrections.
Memphis, the largest city in city, state and region and cur- of the mentally ill, called for
Brown is presently serving Tennessee. Since taking office rently serves as a state direc- and got a crackdown on trafAs- fic violators in his jurisdiction
as director of public safety, In 1964, the Sheriff has inaugur- tor in the National Sheriff's
division sociation and he was invited and has worked tirelessly for
reserve
a
citizen's
ated
be
will
which
t
the departmen
In v.hich volunteers attend a to speak at that organization's, a new jail to replace the more
split into the two new agen- rigid recruit school at night national meeting this summer than 50-year-old one now in his
• trust.
cies, and Bensinger is now buy their own uniforms and in Miami.
chairman of the Illinois Youth
Commission.

uts

MINISTERS

Chuck Steak
Sliced Bacon
Catfish Steaks
COUNTRY STYLE SERVE & SAVE

FOR SALE OR TRADE
LARGE BRICK CHURCH
CENTRAL HEAT & AIR CON.
CLASS ROOM &
COMMUNITY CENTER

FRESH WATER

Bucket of
Ito 5 lbs.

b 790
lb.
190
co*
lb

EXTRA TOP
VAL U E STAMPS
with this coupon and

$5.00 purchase.

WILL FINANCE!
905
Estival
Bonded

SMITH
&

GODWIN
L CONTRACTORS
GE
GENERA

525-6506 and 362-1003

•Ncluding tobocco and fr•ell or frorien mllh
products., and en addition to any other, putSept. 9.
this roguirannents Cooed thru IVO
/SP
Limit One

.1111111111111111111019.1.111111,111111

Call
Today

s.

.

•

MItItittetT,

CRISC0,31b. c...19g
.
OP

Licensed

Or Wesson Oil 3$oz• 101. -.94
with th,s coupe. sod 15.00 oilditional put
ch••• oeciwrlina tolsort• end husk ipr It...
predvcrs Geed theu Tv..., Sect 9
omit 0.10..

114

IL

11,111,111.11,1,1!

IA
OEM
II•••

IMOM

BONUS COUPON
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
25
SO
25
SO
25
25
25
25
SO

with 2 pkgs.
Country Oven Donuts
with two 2-lb. pkgs.
Kroger Frozen Vegetables
with 6 pkgs. Kmger
Instant Tea Mix
with six 4-oz.
Kroger Puddings
with two 2-lb. pit a.
Country Oven Fig Bars
with '2 pkgs. Fryer Breast
or Legs
with 3-lbs. or more Ground
Chuck or Ground Round
with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
Center-Cut Pork Chops
with a pkg.
Center Sliced Ham
with a purchase of
$'00 or more Seafood
with 1-Pius. or more

rn

1

lti
with 3-Reef
Tenderav Beef It 'Hi
with '2 heads Lettuce

Cg

with 5-lb Puts ,es

fig

with 3-lbs. sr more

Orti.mt

41
6.

with 39c or more Bananas
with 311-11t.
P?at or Sphagnum

Olt

,41.
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Is Reported
For Learning Center

CLASSIFIED

A

total

of $1,092,076.25 in

cash and pledges has been
reported in the first phase of
LeMoyne-Owen College's effort
to raise $1,608,000 The money
will cover the cost of building
science-mathematics learning center.

a
- -APT TM MIT
MI Vaasa 3 large Roams Maio at
Bath Newly Decorated. Swator
mop° — Night 2114-11111

included in the $1,60C,000 is
enough to provide equipment
for the new building and to renovate Steele Hall and Brownlee Hall.

' Vol SALE
Duplesulat owaer, Ras Forrest 3 bedrooms AL_ side. central beat a Air
Ocesditgeig.._Immaculate cond Ition . WIll
yield ...Mg, 2ftet gram in leas tima 8
yeark-43.400 with $6,000 down Payment embiribalaisce at 6%. Shawn by

chief Burt Giddens with alscriminating against the 14
black members of his 132-man
force. M a r shall Barksdale
discriminated
Giddens
said
against black policemen —in
promotions, assignment to advanced traning schools, Cid
Former mayor Edmund Or- assignment of blacks to pregill, co-chairman of the col- dominately black neighborlege's fund-raising effort, ex- hoods.
plained that although the second phase of the campaign
will not begin until the middle
of November after the SUN
drive is over, campaigning
among alumni and pattern and
special gifts prospects will
continue through the months
of September, October and November.

MOVING?

The sum of 819,945 was reported at Thursday's luncheon CHARGES BIAS
EVANSTON, Ill. — (NPI) —
meeting. This amount included
$4,500 in pledges from alumni of The president of the Evanston
the college. Alumni have pledg- chapter, Cook County Police
police
Association, charged
ed $21,730 to date.

Call

ATION arc SNLIK
IfY for experier
First-clam FCC lir,
or write
. WHBQ-TV.
OPPortunItY IlinploN

TV
repot
Chief
An

anfey _Auto
Service

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOO ARE

MN70116a
Oer
Al YOUR DRUGGIST

left to right): J. G. Carter, 596 Lenox Avenue store, Manhattan; F. 0. Johnson, 2042 Amsterdam Avenue store,
Manhattan; and J. L. MacBryde, 126 Lenox Avenue store,
Manhattan; standing, left to right: C. W. Whitaker Jr.,
3728 White Plains Avenue store, Bronx: H. E. Brown,
125th Street store. Manhattan, and C. I.. Taylor, Fulton

E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $125

Automatic Transmissions,
Tune Ups, Motor Work,
Free Estimates
WOOLWORTH MANAGERS — The F. W. Woolworth Co..
a leader among the nation's retailers is recruiting and
training executives from minority groups, has retained the
services of a growing number of talented young people of
varied ethnic backgrounds. In the New York City area
alone six Woolworth stores are managed by Negroes.
The managers and their respective stores are (seated,

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday

Sat it, Sun SI 25
Sat Open SAM to 6 I At
Sun Open II Aid te 2 PM.

thru
Friday

All Mork Guaranteed
Phone 276-9211

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

1.500 E. McLEMORE AT RAYNER
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Street store, Brooklyn.
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You Don'tPayMore..
You JustGet MoreAt
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Lease trucks from
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CM-I. W seroef row

MEC/U1N1CS WANTED

EJMARRASSED

GAS & DIEM
oetsilleat Position. Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
racntlon. Local truck leasing company has openings for mebanks who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
iced wockingConditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.

"WE KILL T9 LIV1Is

CALL

AN 'QUAL OPPORTUNITY =PLOY=

11/11GAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
—41n111•'MOATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
• AIR IAISSIOAL INSTRUMINTS.
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WHY WORRY?
LET US...

. Many dentists recommend
CIA-JEL until you get
prainneseal treatment.
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Whirlpool

do your electrical wiring properly. ..
Install your air conditioners ... sell you
the proper air conditioner you nesse! —
and combine Jon onellasy-lb-pay •
monthly contract.

AIR CONDITIONER

•

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

SALE!
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special! 9,500 BTU
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Fat FREE ESTIMATES
PH. PA 7.60331.

Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extrema temperature ups and downs.
Pushbutton controls. 2 fan Speeds ... NI COOL
tor warm days, 10 COOL for evening and night
ccmfort. You con install it yourself it's so compact.
Built-in overload protector on compressor.. Removes 2.4 pints of moisture per hour.

3 AND 1

FICE

MONEY LOANED
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Don't utter —relieve
seconds is millions do with
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01. EVERS

CARL CARSON LSASING CORP.

THAN'S
LOAN

TOOTHACHE

PEST

1925 UNION•275-1143
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Run a classified ad for 3 weeks. At 25it a line
and get the 4th week free. If you .have anything
to buy, sell, trade, or jobs. If your looking for
something special. Place an ad and get this
offer while it last.

BUY ON ACE'S EASY PAY PLAN

LookgFoods Now HAS

SPECIAL

Whirlpool

I
for large scale I

TOWEL OFFER

cooling

I

only!

18,000 BTU

FOR EXTRA FAST
COOL DOWN.
ONLY!

119,

Big Savings Fifth

Adjustable thermostat — just set and forget! 'Dry Steel" construction only from Whirlpool to prevent rust out. Special silencing chqmber absorbs excessive noise. 2-way air direction &lactors to direct air when, you want it.

(
No. 1-3471 Poplar at Highland
No.2- 1471 Florida at Parkway
No.3:4804 Navy Rood, Millington
No.4-549 South Parkway East
No.6-661 Chelsea
No.7-452 East Shelby Drive
No.8-4280 Macon Road
No.9-2219 Florida
No.10-1478 National

dam*
Whirlpool

16,500 BTU

No.11-1506 East Broadway-1:i. Memphis
No.12-3152 Johnson
No.14-4701 Highway 51 So
No.15-2481 Dwight Road
No.17.- 4571 .juince
No.26-5205 Highway 61 So.
No.27-1693 Lauderdale
No.42-Inverness, Miss.
No.48-2458 Chelsea Avenue

I
I

219
Model A11:1111-4

New SUPER COOL control, gets rid of heat build-up in a hous•
that's been closed up all day. Comfort Guard control with adjustable thermostat. Dry Steel construction and 4-way air direction allows you to direct cool or tip, down, to either side ...

MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU
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L. IL GATLIN

L. IL GATLIN JR

R G. KINKLI

SERVING THE MID-SOUTH AREA FOR OVER 24 YEARS
ST01113
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LAMAR
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Pb... 3244406

4255 Hwy. SI Se.
Pb... 314-09,5

NIS nisei IN•wv. 111 M I

2574 Lapeer
Plionts 743-5370

Mose ISS-4515

For
Quick
Delivery!

Phone

vi Nil OPEN SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.

POST TIME 8 P.M.

MO,

StiMMER HOME OF SRFYI-40L..1,3D T, AMPOE;

SOUTHLAND

PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
•

CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS

•
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